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Abstract 
 The main objective of the project, is to investigate the implementation of EU’s RES-
directive 2009/28/ec. We will assess whether the directive provides an acceptable framework that 
is able to include differences between member states while still  capabilities of the European 
countries, while still creating a suitable legislative foundation for a cohesive development. 
 We will develop a theoretical multi level governance framework, in order to thoroughly 
analyse whether the directive’s provisions creates grounds for a transition from fossil fuel based 
economy to one powered by renewable energy sources. Our primary focus is the Italian and 
Danish strategy towards transition, and whether their implementation has been efficient. Our 
analysis revolve around the National Renewable Energy Action Plans, how they differ and whether 
it seems sufficient as to reach the national objectives set out by the directive. We conclude that 
the RES-Directive has been successful in accommodating the two countries differences due to the 
relatively open nature, leaving the countries free to take the most suitable action according to the 
situation. 
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Abbreviations 
DG’s  -  Directorate Generals 
DKK  - Danish Kroners 
EU  - The European Union 
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EIA  -  Environmental impact assessment 
EMEP  -  European Monitoring and Evaluation Programme 
EPI  - Environmental Policy Integration 
ETS  - Emissions Trading System 
GHG  -  Greenhouse gases 
GIS  - Geographical Information Science 
MLG  -  Multi Level Governance 
MS  - Member State 
MW  - Megawatt 
NREAP  - National Renewable Energy Action Plan 
NUTs  - Nomenclature of territorial units for statistics 
OECD  - Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development 
R&D  - Research and Development 
RE  - Renewable Energy 
RES  -  Renewable Energy Source 
RES-H&C - Renewable Energy Sources in Heating and Cooling 
RES-E  - Renewable Energy Sources in Electricity 
SDS  -  Sustainable Development Strategy 
TFEU  - Treaty on the functioning of the European Union 
The Union - The European Union 
TEU  - Treaty on European Union 
WCED  -  World Commission on Environment and Development 
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1. Problem Area 
The development of the European Union’s environmental policy has been a long process 
going on for decades; however it has resulted in the Union being a leading actor in international 
negotiations regarding global warming its causes and consequences. Even though the actual 
process leading up to the Renewable Energy Source directive (RES-directive) is not our area of 
focus, it is necessary to understand the basic development, and how various agents has influenced 
the general structure that is EU’s perspective on environmental issues . 
In 1972 the Rome Club’s publishing of their report The Limits to Growth acted as a sparking 
mechanism that influenced a vast array of other epistemic communities to develop further on 
their claims. Even as the projections posed by the Limits to Growth have been controversial, they 
still find support in contemporary scientific revisions (Hall & Day, 2009). Even with a great deal of 
criticism through the 90s and 00s an environmental consciousness in the public debate was 
activated, primarily in Europe but to a different extent in the different nations. This development 
sparked two major environmental reports the State of the World an annual evaluation of the 
condition of the planet by World Watch Institute and the Brundtlandt report or the World 
Commission on Environment and Development (WCED), considered to be the first major call for 
environmental objectives being included in the general policy process. 
In a European context the real work on environmental integration within the Union began 
with the Cardiff process, where the European Council discussed integration of environmental 
objectives into multiple policy sectors. The process resulted in Environmental Policy Integration 
(EPI) being transferred from the Commission's Directorate Generals (DGs) to the individual Council 
of Ministers which meant that MS got ownership over the policy process towards a Sustainable 
Economy (Lenschow & Jordan, 2008). The Cardiff process was later supplemented by the Lisbon 
Strategy shifting focus to green and innovative economy, emphasizing environmental and social 
sustainability, at least according to the Commission's own analysis of the goals set by the Lisbon 
Strategy. However critics see it as having priority of economic competitiveness and growth 
according to Lenschow and Jordan (2008). Later the EU Sustainable Development Strategy (SDS) or 
the Gothenburg process extended and revised the current sustainable development approach and 
progress. 
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Apart from the discussed historical epistemic communities influence on the public opinion 
with regard to environmental concerns, a contributing factor to the  Union being a leading global 
actor in combating global warming, is that the European Union as an institution, has to, by 
definition in the treaties, incorporate  issues such as Environmental concerns in all legislation. As 
most environmental issues is not only cross-sectoral but also has cross border element, 
coordination of the MS’s initiatives is essential for efficient action against climate change. 
Furthermore storage opportunities for electricity is not cost efficient, meaning cross border 
initiatives aimed at establishing a smart grid able to incorporate all renewable energy sources but 
also measures aimed at decentralising a large part of the energy production to be closer to the 
consumer. As the Union has had its greatest integration successes in harmonisation and 
structuring the internal market, the appeal to EU policy officials of an integrated EU market for 
energy is understandable (Verdun, A, 2010). 
 
1.1 Renewable Energy Sources 
  “ ‘energy from renewable sources’ means energy from renewable non-fossil sources, 
 namely wind, solar, aerothermal, geothermal, hydrothermal and ocean energy, 
 hydropower, biomass, landfill gas, sewage treatment plant gas and biogases” (article 2 (a), 
 2009/28/EC) 
The above quote lists what is defined as renewable energy sources in the RES-directive. 
However there has been an ongoing discussion about whether biomass should be considered 
sustainable, as it has significant costs in water and land consumption in the production, but also 
humanitarian consequences by land grabbing and hiking food prices, further there is a discussion 
whether the emissions caused by the production process and transportation of biofuels potentially 
offsets the environmental benefits. This has also resulted in a proposed amendment to the RES-
directive in order to treat 1st generation biofuels differently, however we primarily treat the 
original directive, thus biomass does not have our focus. Furthermore there has been a discussion 
regarding geothermal energy as to what fraction of a geothermal source is to be considered 
renewable, as the reheating of a source takes significantly longer time than the extraction, 
meaning the source will be exhausted for a period of time before being ready to harvest again. 
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1.2 Problem Formulation 
How has the RES-Directive accommodated the differences between a perceived laggard and 
leader country? 
 
 
1.3 Working Questions 
● How has the differences between European environmental laggards and leaders influenced 
the content of the RES-Directive and the success in its implementation? 
● Investigate the implementation in laggard country 
● Investigate the implementation in laggard country 
● Discuss and assess the fit of the directive in handling the differences 
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2. Methodology 
In this chapter we will briefly present some of our considerations on how we approach our 
problem area, and develop on some of the concerns that were raised through the pre-analysis 
debate and some of the question marks that were raised while writing the project. We will 
primarily keep focus on our more pragmatic problems in regards to data collection and how we 
have handled our resource restrictions without compromising the thoroughness and objectiveness 
of the project. 
 Our point of departure in regards to philosophy of social science is that of Roy Bhaskars 
critical realism as described by Nielsen and Buch Hansen (2005). We have primarily utilized his 
philosophy when discussing the project design and the structure of our analysis as it has created 
some epistemological concerns in regards to the extent of the conclusions we have made in 
regards to how much our data collection was actually able to carry, and whether or not it could be 
considered representative thereby enabling us to conclude more broadly. 
 
2.1 Strategy of Analysis 
 Here we will address our considerations regarding our problem area and which analytical 
would be best suited for investigating our problem formulation. We will here address certain 
constraints that influenced the project design, but also the nature of the problem area which 
carries along certain opportunities discussed below.  
 
2.2 Case study. 
Our area of interest is very suitable for are a comparative case study analysis. As the MS 
has fairly similar objectives to achieve, namely implementing RES-directive, and have significantly 
different points of departure both with regard to current progress in sustainable development but 
also in the national resources available. Furthermore Bhaskar is a proponent of case studies as 
they allow for a thorough investigation of actual events that either has occurred or are unfolding 
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(Nielsen & Buch Hansen, 2005). Depending on the design of the case study it has great 
opportunities for a comparative analysis which seemed like an obvious opportunity to uncover 
tendencies in the implementation strategy by various MS.  
 
By doing research based on a case study you generally isolate a part of reality in order to 
make the analysis manageable and then comprehensively study the aspects of the case, in our 
situation it is natural to focus on some of the entities responsible for the implementation of the 
RES-directive, however this is further complicated as we will later discover when the responsible 
actors are a multitude of agents divided between all layers of society.  
Our focus in the case study has been on that of responsibilities passed onto the MS from 
the Union; however there are multiple agents outside of that definition involved in the policy 
development and implementation process thus our approach has not been solely limited to the 
Commission and the MS. 
 
Though Bhaskar is a proponent of a case study research model, it must be considered 
whether you risk one of the very gravest epistemological mistakes of critical realism, by neglecting 
certain important structures or mechanism when limiting the scope of the case study, as Bhaskar 
formulates his philosophy of the natural science experiment by arguing you distort your 
observations when isolating a mechanism from structures or agents that may influence it in 
reality.  I.e. we might experience that certain agents of the implementation of the RES-directive 
are not analysed properly as they fall outside of the territory of the case study. Thus we must keep 
in mind that the implementation process may have in reality been influenced by structures which 
are not necessarily observable to us on the empirical level.  
 We have chosen to limit our case study to two countries, obviously limiting the potential 
for generalisation. To try and accommodate this the selection is quite important, which is why we 
have chosen two very different countries, namely a perceived leader and laggard within the 
environmental arena. Leaders and laggards in our project quite simply refer to countries being 
perceived as either being below or above the average in the environmental area with regards to 
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the current performance in the field displayed through a relatively high or low amount of RE 
already in the energy mix, and ambitious targets set for 2020. In choosing countries with such a 
different point of origin we hope to be able to better illustrate the general ability of the RES-
directive to encompass stark differences, assuming that if this is done successfully the directive is 
well designed and thereby likely to be able to encompass the countries in between the two 
extremes. 
2.3 Bias and point of departure. 
In addition to our novice understanding of EU related law and governance theory acquired 
merely through one semester, we possessed broad but basic knowledge of the problem area as 
well. By that reasoning we chose to work without a hypothesis, as we feared that a hypothesis 
written on the basis of a very basic selection of literature on the subject would be heavily 
influenced by the initially most dominant theories.  
However even without a hypothesis our analysis has been primarily of a deductive nature. 
A theoretical basis with MLG and implementation theory as the primary elements have been 
utilised as a framework for limiting the case study to what must be considered relevant structures 
and mechanisms both in the MS but also at the European level in the process of implementation. 
Our theoretical framework will be elaborated further upon later in the project.  
 
2.4 Data collection 
The case study is primarily being conducted on the basis of primary sources, such as the 
RES- directive and National Renewable Energy Action Plans (NREAP). As the directive sets out the 
general objectives of the Union and passes on the bulk of the responsibility for the actual 
implementation strategy to the MS’s we find it adequate to analyse how the MS’s strategy 
(NREAP) live up to the expectation of the RES-directive. Further we have extensive datasets 
through EMEP available on the progress in GHG emissions. However as these reports and datasets 
only indicate matters strictly within the definition of the case study, we might be missing 
underlying structures that are not observable. However, throughout our analysis we attempt to 
bring in secondary sources, in order to compare the findings in these with our own to determine if 
we have pinpointed the same tendencies, and whether or not we have found reasonable 
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structures and mechanisms explaining that development, if not there will be reason for further 
investigation, into where in the critical realist causality we have found opposing either empirical 
observations or just interpreted them as different underlying structure agency interactions. 
 
2.5 Choice of data and criticism           
Our data collection primarily amount to the corresponding reports between the selected 
MS’s and the European Commission. I.e. the NREAP and the RES-directive. In a comparative case 
study these sources should cover the problem area to a satisfactory extent. However critical 
reports from NGO’s or environmental journals prove essential in forming a critical angle to a 
subject area where EU as an institution has a large interest in being a global leader, seeing as many 
consider the environment to be the only area where the Union has a significant role in 
international relations. 
Furthermore we have utilised an extensive amount of Geographical Information Science 
(GIS) data sets as a tool of understanding the necessity of efficient MLG within the Union, and the 
differences in resource capacity from MS to MS. However the majority of the GIS maps are in 
Appendix A along with an in-depth discussion of the methodological considerations in making the 
maps and a thorough explanation of the process. 
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3. Theory 
Seeing as we are setting out to analyse the very complex institutionalized EU framework of 
implementation, acquiring a set of theoretical tools to assist us is of great importance. In short, we need a 
comprehensive set of analytical tools to carry out our analysis of the implementation of the RES directive. 
As we are limiting our effort to the implementation, it seems natural to limit our theoretical framework to 
only this part of the otherwise vast area, and for instance exclude theories of integration. This chapter 
strive for a theoretical framework expansive enough to encompass the multitude of European politics, 
while remaining focused enough as to not dilute our focus on implementation. In short, we assemble a 
framework including useful observations from different aspects of the well-known literature on the 
European Union, but limiting the scope to focus primarily on the implementation of already existing policy. 
We deliberately avoid the complex politics in the polity and focus on the policy.  
 
3.1 Multi-level Governance  
Multi-level Governance (MLG) is a theory describing a perceived relocation of power away 
from the nation-state. Exactly where the power resides is very hard to identify and is different from area to 
area. Even though authority has undoubtedly shifted somewhat towards a European level, this merely 
means that the boundaries between the national level and the European level has been blurred to such an 
extent, that the boundaries hold little, if any, significance in real life. Distinction between clearly defined 
levels is no longer relevant, hence, analysis of policy processes and subsequent implementation must be 
carried out in a complex network of relations including everything from very local to supranational actors. 
(Rosamond, 2010: p. 115)  
As we are analysing a directive where the member states enjoy a high level of discretion in 
implementing the guidelines formulated at EU level MLG becomes a very interesting approach as this 
means a whole array of different actors are involved in implementing the directive, creating a certain kind 
of interaction between multiple layers of people, agencies, committees etcetera. Implementation is as 
important a stage in the policy process as formulating efficient policy, as even the greatest measures will be 
redundant without an efficient enforcement.  
Multi-level Governance theory, among other things, seek to describe this lack of definitive 
delegation of authority. Noting that, even though the member states enjoys great discretion in 
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implementing initiatives the Commission is continually involved in the day-to-day implementation, also 
coming into close contact with subnational authorities and interest groups. (Hooghe, Marks & Blank, 1996: 
p. 372) In our case the Commission’s main involvement is the reporting exercises it is obliged to do, 
including proposing relevant steps to take for Member States.  
 
Hooghe, Marks and Blank (1996), draws upon the existence of committees to underline the 
point of the multi-level nature of policy implementation. States more often than not send people directly 
involved in the issue at hand as representatives due to the technical nature of much EU regulation. The 
result is a high number of subnational participation by interest groups, subnational officials and other non-
governmental bodies; hence, a complex network of different actors obtains influence in implementing EU 
policy.  
Even though most of these actors, in the implementation at least, need approval from their 
national governments it is doubtful that governments can persuade technical experts, interest groups and 
private actor to purely defend national interests. This would of course have been different, had the 
participants been civil servants, but this is not the case in real life scenarios. This again adds a level to the 
analysis of the influential agents, which only makes the analysis even more complex. 
As mentioned earlier, the Commission is also tasked with monitoring the developments in 
the different MS, leading to direct interaction between the commission and the national governments at 
least. This dilutes the authority enjoyed by MS to implement the directive, as the Commission can reject 
actions based on, for instance, inadequacy. Hooghe, Marks and Blank notes that this ground-level 
involvement of the Commission inevitably leads to interaction with national, regional, local and social 
actors on a continuing basis, leading to a break in the mould of the state. The governance structure, as a 
result of above noted observations, can be seen as highly complex, as it encompasses a diverse group of 
actors beyond both state and the EU. (Hooghe, Marks & Blank, 1996: pp. 373-374.)  
Multi-level governance is not merely a theoretical description of the inner workings of the 
policy process played out between EU institutions and different layers of national, regional and local 
government and other actors. It is also an ideal being actively pursued by EU, seen as the best way to 
ensure efficient implementation of legislation. In its white paper on European Governance the Commission 
identifies a need to define clear principles on how competences are shared between the Union and MS. 
The vision is “(…) a Union based on multi-level governance in which each actor contributes in line with his or 
her capabilities or knowledge to the success of the overall exercise.” (COM(2001) 428 final, p. 34) This 
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sentiment to conduct policy on a level as close to the individual citizen as possible is also secured in the 
treaties, limiting EU to only legislate in areas where the objectives can be better achieved through 
collective action (TEU, Article 5(3)). The Committee of the Regions have further expanded on the subject in 
a later white paper, appropriately named White Paper on Multilevel Governance, aimed specifically at 
furthering the use of MLG in EUs undertakings. Here the need for MLG is underlined by the fact that almost 
70% of all legislation is implemented at the regional or local level. (CdR 89/2009 fin, p. 3) Furthermore, 
using MLG to ensure inclusion of a wide array of national actors will promote efficiency, visibility and 
legitimacy to the European project, seeing as the day-to-day operation and impact will be closer to the 
citizens. MLG is an action blueprint to follow for EU. (CdR 89/2009 fin, pp. 5-6) 
 
Applying the theory in our project, we will not only utilize the tools presented by the EU but 
also the actual tools presented in the original literature on MLG. Hooghe and Marks expanded on their 
work in 2003 introducing two typical forms of MLG, simply named Type I and Type II respectively. The first 
type is based on a federalist line of thought (Hooghe & Marks, 2003: p. 236). The number of different levels 
is limited, usually at a local, intermediate and central level, and the tasks for the different levels are fixed, 
non-intersecting and the structure is durable. The jurisdiction is usually based on territorial distinctions. 
(Hooghe & Marks, 2003: p. 237) The design principles are very simple; it is aimed at creating inclusive 
jurisdictions and limiting the number of jurisdictional levels to ensure the right scale with regards to public 
goods while minimizing the need for coordination between levels. (Hooghe & Marks, 2003: p. 241) 
Type II is radically different. Here the public good provisions are spliced into several different 
jurisdictions based on function, not territory, this is to say that these jurisdictions are more often than not 
created to encompass a limited set of related problems or policies. Membership is not exclusive and the 
barrier for exit is meant to be low in order to encourage competition. Also, the different jurisdictions is not 
designed to be particular durable, if a policy or problem is solved the specific network is dissolved, for 
instance, an agency can be created with the aim of managing waste from a particularly precarious plant, if 
the plant then closes, the agency will have no real function and be dissolved. (Hooghe & Marks, 2003: p. 
241) 
It is clear that the two different methods will lead to different outcomes. The structure of the 
two variations of multi-level governance is quite different, but typically the Type II structure is embedded 
into the Type I framework, taking care of smaller more specific types of governance, hence the two types 
coexist to complement each other. (Hooghe & Marks, 2003: p. 240) The challenge is to identify the 
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structure best suited to encompass the objectives set out in the directive, namely if the more flexible task 
specific Type II structure will be best suited to implement the directive, or if more durable 
institutionalisation through the already existing territorially defined governance structure is better 
equipped.  
Seeing as EU is actively pursuing an integration of MLG into the implementation of policy 
looking at the weaknesses and strength of doing it through either of the two types will be relevant. The 
main challenge concerning a multi-layered governance structure, as identified by Hooghe and Marks 
themselves, is coordination. It is natural that an expanding number of actors having to negotiate and 
coordinate will increase the transaction cost of carrying out tasks and policies. Two solutions seem relevant 
here: Either limiting the number of actors involved or increasing the independence of the actors. The first 
solution is best suited for Type I, while the other is usually chosen for Type II (Hooghe & Marks, 2003: p. 
239)  
Managing these networks of decision makers in implementing directives can be a 
monumental task. In handling the requirements of the RES-Directive the Hungarian government assembled 
a working group constituted by policy makers and the major energy producers. This group determined the 
best way to implement the directive would be to expand the biomass production and utilization. In this 
instance path dependency determined the outcome in the form of a traditional reliance on coal and ill 
equipped administrative capabilities for change combined with the economic and employment benefits 
energy plantations would have for disadvantaged rural areas.  The resulting externalities were quite severe, 
as the land use changes was harmful for farmland and forest biodiversity and soil and water resources 
(Homeyer & Knoblauch, 2008: p. 8) In this instance the process of MLG was lacking, showing the 
importance of effective coordination among different levels of actors, as well as the problems arising from 
the high degree of discretion allowed in implementing directives such as the RES-Directive.  
3.2 Europeanization 
Europeanization is in this paper a term that is used for explaining how the union and its MS’s 
interact and influences each other. Europeanization is categorised by being either top-down or bottom-up, 
and some researcher’s even try to combine these two.  
 The top-down approach is an approach where the EU, can use for instance directives to trigger the 
need for domestic changes to harmonise policies within the EU. The top-down approach is another way of 
explaining how the implementation in EU might happen. A key term here is downloading. In the simplest of 
terms downloading is the response member states give to EU law. In swiftly responding to change coming 
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from the top down a state can claim to be well  capable of downloading measures (Börzel & Panke, 2010: p. 
410). The reason why this approach can be important is because it helps to settle disputes between MS by 
harmonising policy leading to less possibility for friction. This can for instance be seen with the RES-
directive, where a set of basic guidelines are set up. The MS by implementing these guidelines can be said 
to download the guidelines (Börzel and Panke, 2010: 409). Even though the MS approach of implementing 
the EU guidelines might be different from MS to MS, the aim is still to harmonise the politics within the 
union. A side effect by letting MS’s interpret the guidelines and shape them into national politics is that it 
enables the union to see which practices within the framework that seems to work, and therefore is worth 
promoting (Haverland, 2003: 209; Checkel, 1999: 410). The bottom-up approach is more or less the exact 
opposite of top-down. Here one would analyse how MS are influencing the Union. We are going to utilise 
this line of thinking primarily through Börzels theory of laggards and leaders and the different factors 
increasing or decreasing  the chance of successful implementation of policy, such as the costs imposed at 
the downloading country in adapting the regulatory framework (Börzel, 2000: pp. 147-148). The theory will 
be introduced and utilized on an ad hoc basis.  
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4. Renewable Energy Source Directive 
4.1 Legal foundation 
In the following chapter we are going to explain the ‘directive on the promotion of 
the use of energy from renewable sources’, 2009/28/EC also known as the RES-directive. The RES-
directive is important due to the fact that it lays the fundament for a common renewable energy 
policy within EU borders. Therefore it is important to have an adequate understanding of the 
judicial framework defining the possible actions, encouragements, measures etc. for the MS’s. The 
primary goal for EU is an energy mix including at least 20% renewable energy at an EU-average 
before 2020. In the chapter we will first give a short overview over the content of the directive. 
This will be followed by a short presentation of the limiting principles of EU legislation; namely the 
principle of subsidiarity and proportionality. Hereafter we return to describing the relevant articles 
to be drawn upon in our analysis more elaborately, while also presenting the rest of the directive 
to ensure a general understanding of the legal framework behind the 20% goal.  
 
4.2 Directive summary 
Laying a solid foundation for our analysis is of course essential in securing the best possible 
basis for a valid project and hereby conclusion. Part of this foundation is to look at the content of 
Directive 2009/28/EC. The directive contains several different key parts: 
● National energy mix targets (Article 3)  
● Guidelines for national action plans (Article 4)  
● Guidelines for cooperation between states, both MS and 3rd countries (Article 5-12)  
● Streamlining of regulation, lessening hindrance for potential companies wishing to invest 
or set up shop (Article 13 & 14)  
● A guarantee of origin (Article 15)  
● Access to the grids (Article 16)  
● Provisions on biofuels and bioliquids (Article 17-19) 
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● Reporting by MS and monitoring by the commission (Article 22-23) 
● and a Transparency platform (Article 24)  
 
Biofuel provisions will potentially be altered by new legislation going through the 
legislative procedure. The procedure (2012/0288(COD)) is as of 30/11/2012 undergoing the first 
reading in the European Parliament, a phase initiated 19/11/2012. The Directive will among other 
things amend parts the existing RES Directive concerning biofuels and bioliquids. Reporting and 
monitoring on biofuels are covered in 22(1&2) in the RES directive, nonetheless seeing as the 
legislation is already being altered, carrying out an analysis of these parts seems superfluous.  
4.3 general restrictions on legislation 
 
Before digging deeper it is necessary to have small insight in the basics of EU law, and in 
our case specifically the principles of proportionality and subsidiarity. EU law is restricted in 
several different ways. First of all the union needs to have the relevant competences conferred in 
order to take legislative initiatives. Said competences vary according to the different areas of 
possible legislation. By default, energy legislation falls under an area of shared competences as 
defined in the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (TFEU) article 4(e). In short, this 
means that the individual member states are free to implement legislation insofar EU has not yet 
introduced legislation covering the subject. Furthermore, the legislation has to take two principles 
into consideration, namely the principle of subsidiarity and proportionality. These limits are set 
out in The Treaty on European Union (TEU) article 5. TEU article 5(4) defines the principle of 
proportionality as limiting the scope of legislation to only cover the bare minimum required in 
order to achieve the goal set forth for said legislation to fulfil the objectives of the treaties 
(Chalmers 2011: p. 362). The principle of subsidiarity is somewhat more precarious for potential 
legislation. It is defined in article 5(3) TEU, and limits legislation in the sense that it must only 
entail actions insofar the MS cannot sufficiently carry out national legislation to attain the 
objectives set forth in the treaties. This is to insure that the decisions are taken as close as possible 
to the citizen. The advantages by the the subsidiarity principle is that by moving decision making, 
for instance from an international level to a lower level, like national, regional or local level it 
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encourages people to involve themselves (Chalmers, 2011: 362). An exception is made when the 
area falls under the exclusive competences of EU. Seeing as the environmental area is, by default 
at least, only in an area of shared competences this provision can potentially be used to prevent 
EU legislation in an area where the competences are conferred, but a group of at least half the MS 
believe they are better equipped to handle the treaty goals. This option is put forth throughout 
Protocol no. 2 on the application of the principles of subsidiarity and proportionality.  
 
As is the case with all EU law the directive we have chosen to work with is of course 
subject to the limitations mentioned above. When presenting a legislative draft the commission is 
required to account for, how the particular draft meets the limitations put forth in the treaties, 
and also fulfils both the principle of subsidiarity and proportionality. 
 
The lawmakers have met the principles of subsidiarity and proportionality, seeing as 
the directive has been implemented. The reasoning behind fulfilling the principles is outlined in 
the draft of the directive, as is required in article 5 of the protocol on the application of the 
principles of subsidiarity and proportionality. The directives goal of 20% renewable energy in the 
EU supply is deemed necessary to ensure both security of supply, environmental protection and to 
ensure the competitiveness of the renewable sector. Also, leaving it up to the MS completely, 
would not ensure harmonized regulation and requirements, meaning a tougher and more 
uncertain climate for investors in renewable energy. MS has accepted these arguments, as the 
directive has been adopted. The principle of proportionality is met by the large degree of 
discretion left to the individual MS to decide how to achieve the objective. By default the EU will 
have to limit its legislations scope as much as possible, meaning they merely create a minimalistic 
overall framework, in our case the RES-directive, for the MS to work within, of course still within 
the overall framework the treaties provide (Jensen, 2010: p. 91). Yet and still legal action on the 
community level is appropriate seeing as the energy and climate problems are affecting the 
community as a whole. The directive has explicit targets in the 20% overall reduction and 10% 
biofuel market share, but mostly the MS are free to chose the measures best suited to ensure the 
achievement of the goals.  
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The directive has been both adopted and transposed in EU. The original transposition 
date was set to be December 5th 2010#, apart from article 4(1),(2)&(3), because the article includes 
a deadline set to be June 30th 2010.  
 
4.4 General targets and legislative tools 
Following an elaboration on the legal treaty basis of the Directive and the overview we are 
now going to elaborate on the different parts of the directive with an emphasis on clarifying the 
legal consequences and indeed the requirements set up for the Member States. Starting off with 
the national targets, as outlined in article 3, EU on an average commits to expand the amount 
renewable energy in the overall energy supply to be 20% in the year 2020 (Article 3(1), 
2009/28/EC).  The basis year has been chosen to be 2005 (Annex 1(B), 2009/28/EC). The means by 
which the individual states are to achieve this objective is through a mixture of support schemes 
and cooperation between MS and potentially third countries (Article 3(3), 2009/28/EC). These are 
the only means the MS are directly encouraged to use, further underlining the importance of the 
principle of proportionality, and the minimalistic approach taken by EU legislation. In short, the 
MS can either set up support schemes creating favourable market conditions for RE, or import 
from other countries. This is indeed minimalistic and in compliance with the treaty guaranteed 
proportionality principle. Of course the MS also need to adopt national measures promoting an 
adequate or improved share of renewable energy compared to the binding target (Article 3(2), 
2009/28/EC). The framework for cooperation will be further elaborated in article 6 through 12 of 
the directive. With regards to energy used in the transportation sector, article 4 of the Directive 
determines that at least 10% of the final energy consumption is to originate from renewable 
energy sources. 
Of course, different countries have different points of origin, leading to a necessity to 
differentiate based on the highly differentiated energy-mix across EU. The Directive takes this into 
account by setting different national targets amounting to the specified 20% overall increase of 
RE. The different targets are listed in annex 1(A), Denmark has committed to almost doubling total 
increase with the 2005 percentage being 17 and the 2020 target being an overall of 30% 
renewable energy in the supply. 
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4.5 General reporting duties  
Setting tangible targets to reach is of course only the tip of the iceberg in this 
proposal. The Directive also feature several initiatives to help the MS promote the increase in 
renewable energy and subsequently monitor the progress made to reach these goals. First of all 
the member states are obliged to carefully elucidate how the individual goals are to be reached. 
This is achieved through an action plan based on a commission template including the national 
targets, a trajectory for each sector, policy initiatives and support schemes, statistical transfer and 
an assessment of the needed contribution compared to the projected contribution (Article 4(1) 
2009/28/EC & Article 1-4 in Annex VI, 2009/28/EC). The member states commit to both publish 
and notify the commission six months before the action plan is due, and present a forecast for 
progress indicating both an eventual excess in production that can be transferred to other MS and 
an estimate over energy demand needing to be met by import (Article 3(a)&(b), 2009/28/EC). 
With a very real possibility of one or more states failing to deliver the promised RES increase in a 
period of the two previous years, article 4 gives the commission permission to alter the national 
action plan accordingly, to ensure a more satisfying development. The commission is also obliged 
to evaluate all 27 action plans with regard to determining the adequacy of the measures taken 
with regard to article 3(2) and issue a recommendation if the measures are deemed inadequate 
(Article 4(5), 2009/28/EC). The recommendation will not be legally binding for said country, but 
reaching the national targets is indeed binding even though the directive does not reveal any 
direct sanctioning for failure to live up to the commitment. 
 
4.6 Co-operation initiatives 
Article 6 of the directive enables countries to trade excess in production between each 
other by statistically transferring a specified amount of renewable energy from one state to 
another. The amount will be added to the receiving country and deducted from the overall 
account of the other country. It will then count respectively towards and against fulfilment of the 
two countries targets. The individual target of the participants will not move, say if a country with 
a target of 20%, transfers an amount equal to 5% every year the overall target will not be lowered 
to 15%, the country will just have to obtain an additional amount equalling 5% each year. (Article 
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6(1), 2009/28/EC) The transfer can be in effect for one or more year, but have to include both the 
amount and the price paid (Article 6(2), 2009/28/EC).  
 
The mechanisms for co-operation introduced in the RES-Directive, specifically the statistical 
transfer mechanism, are not to be confused with the emissions trading system as presented and 
defined in 2003/87/EC with a later amendment in 2009/29/EC. 
 
Apart from exchanging specific amounts of energy, the Directive also enables countries to 
cooperate with either 3rd countries or other member states in order to enhance output counting 
towards fulfilling the demands in the directive. This can be done cooperation between 
governments but can also include private parties (Article 7(1) & 9(1), 2009/28/EC). There are 
certain requirements to be met if the cooperative measures are to count towards the final 
account. First of all any cooperative project must be operational after 25. June 2009, 
improvements to existing projects can also count towards the account if made later than the 
aforementioned date (Article 7(2), 2009/28/EC). If a country chooses to initiate cooperation with a 
country outside of EU additional requirements become effective, namely that the energy must be 
consumed within the borders of EU and no third country can have supported the produced power 
beyond installation aid (Article 9(2)(a)&(c), 2009/28/EC). 
 
Member States can also, on a voluntary basis, choose to set up joint support 
schemes. In this instance energy produced as a result thereof can be transferred between the two 
countries either through the statistical transfer we described earlier, or by setting up a 
distributional rule between the states, allocating energy between the participating countries. 
(Article 11, 2009/28/EC) 
 
4.7 Administrative measures 
The commission has identified yet another barrier for efficient integration of 
renewable energy sources, namely regulation and administrative procedures making entrance into 
the market harder. The administrative tasks to be undertaken before being able to conduct 
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business in this area have to be both necessary and of course proportionate to the target (Article 
13(1), 2009/28/EC). 
 
The process has to be transparent with clear timelines, coordination between 
agencies and information with regards to these processes have to be readily available. The costs 
imposed on businesses have to be minimized as much as possible, and a simplified approval 
process has to be available for smaller and decentralized projects as well. (Article 
13(1)(a),(b)(e),(f), 2009/28/EC) Furthermore, it is in article 13(1)(a) it is determined that the 
structure for the administrative responsibilities for the different levels of national administration 
has to be clearly and transparently defined and coordinated with precise timetables in place for 
the process , including with regard to spatial planning. The reporting on article 13 in the NREAPs is 
going to be essential to our analysis of the governance structure of our chosen cases.   
 
In article 13(4)-(6) it is described how the MS must also change or implement 
regulation concerning the energy efficiency of buildings. This has to be done before 31 December 
2014 (13(4), 2009/28/EC), also, as per 1 January 2012 all new public buildings or major renovation 
of old ones are going to to be an example to follow, by, for instance, constructing zero energy 
housing (Article 13(5), 2009/28/EC). 
 
Following the principle of transparency, and as described in article 15, the MS will 
have to be enabled to guarantee the origin of the renewable energy used. This is done by issuing a 
guarantee of origin to the relevant energy producer upon request, hereby ensuring that the final 
costumer can be certain of the amount of renewable energy received. The directives article 15(6) 
lays out the basic information said guarantee will have to contain, included but not limited to be 
the energy source, the start and end date of production and where it was produced and the 
capacity of this installation. Furthermore, a MS is obliged to mutual recognition of guarantees of 
origin issued by EU countries, unless well documented doubt as to the reliability, accuracy or 
veracity of the provided information (article 15(9), 2009/28/EC). 
 
Renewable energy production would be somewhat useless with no way to reach the 
end users of energy. The directive includes provisions to promote easier access to the energy grid 
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for the energy originating from renewable sources. These provisions are found in article 16. The 
individual states are obliged to develop the infrastructure of the grid used for transmission and 
distribution. This includes connecting grids between EU members and even third countries (Article 
16(1), 2009/28/EC). This will potentially ease competition across borders dramatically. 
Furthermore, energy from renewable sources will receive privileged or guaranteed access to 
national grids, and insofar it bears no risk for security of supply priority will be given to renewable 
energy (Article 16(2)(a)&(c), 2009/28/EC). When trying to connect renewable sourced supply to 
the grid, transmission system operators must provide the producer with all relevant information, 
namely a detailed cost estimate and a time frame for eventual connection. Price discrimination 
against producers based on a peripheral location will also be avoided, as will all price 
discrimination against renewable energy. (Article 16(8), 2009/28/EC) 
 
4.8 Enforcement: reporting & monitoring duties elaborated 
Enforcing the directive is as important as the legislation itself. With no enforcement, 
no changes are guaranteed. A defining feature of directives is the lax requirements on the EU. 
Member states are tasked with the actual legislative measures and day-to-day enforcing of these. 
Nonetheless, the commission does play a key role in ensuring the objectives are actually reached. 
This directive is no different. To efficiently monitor the progress, or lack thereof, some reporting 
duties are necessary. With regards to this directive, the reporting duties are laid out in article 22. 
 
The first report was due December 31st 2011, and will then be turned in every two 
years with the last report due in 2021. The reporting requirements are quite expansive, covering 
almost all the aspects of the directive. Particular focus is, among other things, given to the overall 
share of renewable energy achieved, the efficiency of national measures and support schemes, 
progress in improving the administrative procedures, ensure access to the grid, the greenhouse 
gas savings. Also, any excess energy production available for a statistical transfer must also be 
disclosed, as must an eventual deficit needing to be covered by import. (Article 21(1), 2009/28/EC) 
 
The commission will have to develop a report based on those submitted by the MS. 
The first of the commissions’ reports is due in 2012. The content of these are also defined in the 
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directive. The report must contain a detailed analysis of the benefits or costs of different biofuels 
and the Unions import strategy, aimed at ensuring a balance between import and domestic 
production. Also the impact of increased demand of biofuels on for instance food prices and 
biodiversity must be analysed along with the impact on changes on land use and the availability of 
fuels made from waste. If need be, the commission can propose corrective action.  (Article 22(5), 
2009/28/EC) 
 
By 2010 the commission must also publish an action plan targeting better use of 
structural funds, European Investment Bank funds, better access to risk capital, better 
coordination of community and national funding & better funding and support to initiatives relying 
on action in two or more MS, all of this with regards to reaching the 20% objective. (Article 22(7), 
2009/28/EC) 
 
By December 31st 2014 a report must be released reviewing the greenhouse gas 
savings, an assessment of the feasibility of reaching the targets whilst ensuring the sustainability 
of biofuel production, the impact of implementation on foodstuff prices, availability of hybrid or 
hydrogen powered cars & an evaluation of specific market conditions especially in markets where 
at least half the consumed energy are made up of transport fuels or where there is a total 
dependency on imported biofuels. Critically, this release must also include an evaluation of the 
directive with special focus on the efficiency of cooperation mechanisms. (Article 22(8), 
2009/28/EC) The commission can, if needed, submit proposals to EP and the council aimed at 
addressing the aforementioned elements. 
 
When 2020 is upon us, and the objective has been reached, evaluation is needed. In 
particular, the commission must publish a roadmap in 2018 for the period after 2020. In 2021 a 
report evaluating this directive must also be published. (Article 22(9)&(10), 2009/28/EC) 
 
4.9 Transparency platform 
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The Directive also entails a transparency platform. This must be made available 
online and aims at, apart from increasing transparency, enhance cooperation concerning statistical 
transfers (Article 24(1), 2009/28/EC). 
 
 The information needed to be published by the commission include national actions plans, 
national reports and commission reports. (Article 24(2), 2009/28/EC) The transparency platform 
has enabled us to download the NREAPs and progress reports we use as a foundation for the 
analysis, hence the transparency platform can be regarded as essential to our project. 
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5. Case Studies 
In the following we are going to investigate our chosen two countries and how they 
have implemented the RES-directive. The two countries are Denmark and Italy. The reason why 
we chose those two is based on the assumption that regional differences in both existing 
infrastructure and climate will lead to different challenges when implementing the directive. 
Furthermore EU literature have a tendency to make a southern and northern distinction on the 
environmental area, where the southern countries is described as being laggards and the northern 
countries as being leaders (Börzel, 2000: p. 142). The way we are going to explain the adaption of 
the RES directive is through the national renewable energy action plan (NREAP), which has been 
made mandatory with the RES-directive. We will here give an overview of the related parts of the 
Danish and the Italian NREAP. This is to enhance our understanding of the governance structure 
chosen to implement the directive; hence, the technical nature of the directive will not be 
described in detail, we simply do not possess the required amount of technical knowledge to make 
any meaningful observations on this part. In the NREAP we are not going to dig deeper into the 
biofuel initiatives, as these are being amended in a separate directive.  
5.1 The Case of Denmark 
The Danish goal in their NREAP is set a bit higher than others, which means that 
Denmark through the RES-directive has set its goal to 30% renewable energy by 2020, and the aim 
is to maintain the gross energy consumption of approximately 16.475 Ktoe (NREAP DK, 2010: p. 
10). The ambition is to be in the top three when it comes to being one of the most energy efficient 
countries in the OECD. Because of the Danish ambitions it will be quite relevant to investigate the 
Danish initiatives further (NREAP DK, 2010: p. 4). A little side note to why the Danish example is 
worth following, is because that Denmark began shifting its energy sources in the 1980s, from 
being completely dependent on fossil fuel, to having one fifth of the total energy consumption 
from renewable energy sources. Denmark has from 1980 to 2005 been able to maintain the same 
energy consumption and generate economic growth of around 80% (Klima-, Energi og 
Bygningsministeriet, n.d.: p.3; NREAP DK, 2010: p.5). But even though the Danish ambitions are 
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high, this do not mean that they are necessarily achieved, but before revealing more on this 
subject one needs to have an inside on the Danish strategy. 
5.1.1 The Danish Targets 
 
The Danish goal according to the RES-directive is as already mentioned set to 30% 
renewable energy by 2020. These 30% of renewable energy is divided into three sectors where the 
renewable energy targets are to be achieved. The sectors are heating and cooling, electricity and 
transportation. The improvement is based on 2005 numbers within these sectors, where the 
overall share of renewable energy sources covered 16.5% of the gross energy consumption. This 
underlines the Danish ambitions. The Danish aims within each sector is that: 39.8% in heating and 
cooling is covered by renewable energy sources which is an improvement of 16.6 percentage 
points since 2005, 51.9% is to be covered with renewable energy within the Electricity. Here the 
improvement is an astonishing 25.1 percentage points. The transport sector is to be covered by 
10.1% this an improvement of 9.9 percentage points (NREAP DK, 2010: p. 19). The improvement 
rate seems quite high, but one needs to have in mind that the report was to be delivered in 2010, 
at that point Denmark had already done a lot of progress between 2005 and 2010.  In 2010 
Denmark had already improved the share of renewable energy from 2005 16.5% to 21.9% (NREAP 
DK, 2010: p. 19). To achieve these ambitions article 3 (b) is to be considered. Here it is stated that 
the MS can cooperate with other MS or third countries, in order to accomplish the objective. 
Denmark in their calculation does not think that it is necessary to seek outside help (NREAP DK, 
2010: P. 19). 
5.1.2 The Danish Implementation Strategy  
 
In the following the Danish downloading process of the RES-directive is stated. Our 
focus will be on The Electricity and heating/cooling sector respectively. Choosing not to look at the 
transport sector is a result of the measures required to fulfill the obligations in said sector. The 
focus in the directive is biofuels, a part we chose not to analyse due to the fact that new 
legislation, as earlier mentioned, is being undertaken to amend the existing provisions.  
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The implementation of The RES-directive (2009/28/EC) is first processed in the 
Danish NREAP in chapter 4.2. Here the Danish strategy for the adaptation of the RE-directives 
through article 13, 14, 16 and 17-21 are mentioned. The article which is mainly used for explaining 
how the actual implementation at an administrative level is going to be conducted is article 13(1). 
This is an article about administrative procedures, regulation and codes: 
 
Member States shall ensure that any national rules concerning the authorisation, 
certification and licensing procedures that are applied to plants and associated 
transmission and distribution network infrastructures for the production of electricity, 
heating or cooling from renewable energy sources, and to the process of 
transformation of biomass into biofuels or other energy products, are proportionate 
and necessary (article 13(1), 2009/28/EC). 
This becomes relevant due to the fact, that member states must have national rules, to the above 
mentioned. Therefore the Danish directive explains how they are going to cope with the task 
within the above mentioned sectors. First off it is mentioned how article 13(1) is going to be 
implemented within the electricity area. Here three separate Danish laws are to define how it is to 
be implemented. The way Denmark aims to achieve its goals is through a strategy defined by the 
Electricity support act, supported by the promotion of renewable energy act and the act on 
energinet.dk (NREAP DK, 2010: P. 29). In Denmark the institutions implementing and 
administrating the RES-directive is the ‘Climate and Energy Ministry’ and the ’Danish Energy 
Agency’ (Energistyrelsen). Both of these are operating at a national level. The Climate and energy 
ministry’s task is to propose new legislation within the field and to ensure the legislative process. 
By doing so it needs to present its proposals to the Danish National Parliament, and undertake 
political action with them. When new legislation has been implemented by the climate and energy 
ministry it is the Danish Energy Agency’s job to administrate the area (NREAP DK, 2010: p. 32).  
 
In Denmark article 13(1) is mainly altering regulation of wind turbines (NREAP DK, 
2010: p.29). When specifying a sector to a certain strategy, like the wind turbine, a lot of other 
regulations also take effect, such as the environmental impact assessment (EIA). The EIA objective 
is to estimate what impact a given plan, programme or project has on the environment prior to an 
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actual approval. This assessment is formed in Denmark by the Ministry of the Environment Nature 
Agency along with The Agency for Spatial and Environmental Planning (By- og Landskabsstyrelsen). 
It does so by consulting relevant actors both at a national, regional and local level (Ec.Europa.Eu - 
EIA; Ec.Europa.Eu - EIA contacts). To form the EIA it is necessary to take both regional and local 
circumstances into consideration in order to make a national planning report (NREAP DK, 2010: p. 
33). The report will contain an estimate on the effects a given initiative will have on the five 
regions. The things taken into consideration here is the structure, the nature, the environment, 
how it affects businesses etc. Hereafter the Danish regions will have to make a report regarding 
the overall development effects within the region. After that local authorities are introduced, and 
here it is taken a level down and with the aims of estimating the possible development of urban 
areas etc. (NREAP DK, 2010: p. 33). This is done through local plans, which is providing a detailed 
overview of the effects on a local level, and further specify the guidelines for building projects 
within the area. At a local level there is also a direct legal implication for wind turbine that is less 
than 150m, which enables the local authorities to grant permission to launch smaller building 
projects (NREAP DK, 2010: pp 34).  
 
Besides the implementation in different levels, Denmark has other initiatives to 
promote renewable energy; one of them is an investment of 1 billion DKK in research and 
development of renewable energy (NREAP DK, 2010: p.6), This in line with article 3 (a) of the RES-
directive. Another focus area in Denmark is to include the business sector, with the aims of 
investing in renewable energy. It needs to be profitable for the investor in order to ensure an 
investment (Klima, energi og bygningsminister, 2012). Therefore Denmark needs to ensure a fast 
processing time, and it aims to be able to have completed the valuation within 50 weeks, 
determining if they can grant a permission to construct the building project or not (Ragwitz et al. 
2011: p. 26). 
 
It is important to note that Denmark is of the opinion that all of these measures are 
taken care of with the existing national laws and initiatives, and that no further measures are to be 
taken towards the 2020 goals (NREAP DK, 2010: p. 32). This is called a frozen policy, which 
basically refers to the above mentioned (Ragwitz et al. 2011: p. 26; EREC – Roadmap: p. 40). The 
frozen policy can become problematic in the aims of succeeding with the 30% renewable energy 
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consumption in 2020, because it does not take into account what measures can be taken if 
Denmark does not seem to reach their goals. Furthermore calculations from the Danish Energy 
Agency show that Denmark is only projected to reach a level of 27.9% of renewable energy in total 
consumption in 2020 (Energistyrelsen -  Danmarks Energifremskrivning: p. 42).       
 
5.2 Implementation in Italy 
 
The Italian government, as well as the Danish, realises the regrettable consequences of 
over reliance on fossil fuels, and bases the need for action on energy security, rising costs and the 
need to protect the environment, hence the policies aim to accommodate these changes and 
promote innovation and sustainable development. With an overall renewable energy level of 
approximately 5% Italy appears to be much in the same situation as Denmark were in the 1980s; 
almost entirely dependant on fossil fuels. 
The overall goal for the Italian inclusion of renewable energy sources is 17% of the end 
total of energy consumed in the country (NREAP IT, 2010: p. 5). As is the case with Denmark, the 
overall expansion of RES use is achieved by including it in different amounts in different sectors. In 
the heating and cooling sector must reach 17.09%, the electricity sector 26.39% and the transport 
sector 10.14%. No matter how ambitious this target may be, the Italian NREAP still foresees a 
demand for imported energy to reach its 17% target. A total of 0.8% of the total energy 
consumption is expected to need fulfilment by import in 2020. (Ibid. p. 21) We are going to study 
the measures taken to reach the goals in the heating and cooling and electricity sector, seeing as 
the transport sector goals are going to be met exclusively by measures related to an increase in 
the use of biofuels and we do not wish to work with biofuels, because a new directive is in the 
works to replace the provisions in the RES-Directive (ibid. p. 27).  
With regards to the two sectors we are going to study, the main focus of the Italian effort is 
support mechanisms increasing the incentives for introducing RES into the energy mix. In addition 
to the expansion in renewable energy production, the total consumption of energy needs to be 
reduced as well. The entire report, including all the measures and their sufficiency, is based on an 
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efficiency scenario where the total energy consumption is assumed to decrease from 141.226ktoe 
to 133.042ktoe. (NREAP IT, 2010: p. 5; pp. 15-16) This is naturally a very significant decrease, and 
is to be reached by, among other things, promoting more efficiency in new buildings, retrofitting 
old ones to become more efficient, promote new high-efficiency products and encourage small 
and medium businesses to produce their own energy. (NREAP IT, 2010: p. 4) 
5.2.1 Point of origin 
  
In describing the initiatives taken in order to achieve the target of an overall 17% RES in the 
final energy consumption, the starting point is of course of great importance including the existing 
framework for promoting renewable energy not to mention the amount of RES already in the 
Italian mix of energy. The basis year used in the directive is 2005. Here the total amount of 
renewable energy was 4.92%, with the share in our chosen sectors being 2.8% in RES-H&C and 
16.29% in RES-E (NREAP IT, 2010: p. 21). As mentioned above the targeted percentages are 17.09 
and 26.39 respectively. It is clear to see that quite a gap exists between the two, especially in the 
heating and cooling sector where the starting point is an insignificant amount.  
 
The relatively poor starting point for the Italians results in demand for structural change, 
seeing as most of the incentives for expanding the use of renewable energy have been handled 
solely by market mechanisms. It is recognized that that quite comprehensive change is needed, an 
example of this is a €1.6bn investment in improvements, where a ‘significant portion’ is 
designated to funding the creation of new intelligent grids (NREAP IT, 2010: pp. 11-12). This 
investment in, among other things, the expansion of the Italian energy grid is part of a 
commitment to improve infrastructure in order to increase energy mobility within Italy and 
thereby allow statistical transfers to take place between regions to reach the objectives. Especially 
the southern part of Italy requires investments, seeing as this is where the greatest potential for 
increased wind and photovoltaic power plants exist, but no infrastructure is available to 
accommodate the desired erection of power plants. (NREAP IT, 2010: pp. 4-5; p. 9) In short the 
NREAP introduces the need for a significant amount of work in deploying infrastructure, reducing 
energy consumption and an expansion of the incentives beyond only being market mechanisms.  
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5.2.2 Implementation 
  
As promised we are going to look into the actual measures taken to implement the 
Directive, more specifically the governance structures put in place to ensure the efficiency of said 
measures. This will be done by describing the measures taken to incentivise further use of RE, 
including expansion of access to the grid and the need for cooperation with EU and third 
countries. In the end we will look at the spatial planning determining the hierarchical construction 
of the implementation.  
5.2.3 Existing and planned measures 
  
Referring to article 3(3) of the RES-Directive the Member States are enabled to utilise 
two main tools to obtain their share of RE, namely support schemes and the cooperation 
measures introduced in article 5 through 11, including the statistical transfer mechanism. As 
required in article 22 of the directive, Italy has accounted for the measures they have introduced 
or intend to introduce to reach the objectives.  
 In the heating and cooling sector three measures are already existing, with an additional 
planned, but with no given deadline. The existing measures are not explicitly mentioning heating 
and cooling, but are financial in nature. A 55% tax relief for refurbishment of buildings up for 
review in 2010 and tax credits for end users connecting their property to a network connected to 
geothermal or biomass using plants. The regulatory measures are an energy efficiency credits 
scheme and a requirement for newly constructed or refurbished buildings to produce 50% of the 
annual hot water usage via renewable energy sources. (NREAP IT, 2010: p. 26) Of these three 
measures only the requirements on hot water seems to be directly aimed at heating and cooling.  
 In the electricity sector the measures are aimed primarily at investors and are for the most 
part financial incentives in the form of feed in tariffs for energy created by solar power. In addition 
Green certificates will be issued to a plant verifying electricity that has been produced using RES; 
the certificates can then be sold or used to fulfil a minimum quota for feeding renewable energy 
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into the system. The green certificate does not cover solar energy. In addition, plans are made to 
introduce a minimum requirement for newly constructed or refurbished properties. (NREAP IT, 
2010: p. 26; pp. 118-119; pp. 121) In this instance, the measures are aimed directly at providing 
financial incentives to produce electricity using renewable energy sources, and the most 
significant parts of the support framework already exist. Only the minimum requirements for 
newly refurbished or constructed properties needed to be implemented subsequently.  
 Apart from the support schemes the other tool available to Member States, as defined in 
article 3(3), is co-operation with other Member States or even third countries. The statistical 
transfer procedure has been described in our thorough review of the directive. It can be used for 
either transferring excess production to another country, or importing to cover additional needs 
not being met nationally. Italy projects imports from Switzerland, Montenegro and Balkan states 
connected to the Montenegrin network, Albania and eventually Tunisia. The feasibility and 
amount are subject to the willingness of the exporting countries to actually participate. (NREAP IT, 
2010: pp. 159-160) 
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5.2.4 Infrastructural needs  
As described in more detail in the chapter on the directive, article 16 concerns the 
access to the grid for energy produced using renewable energy. To meet the requirements of 
article 16 a MS must first of all ensure priority access for energy produced using renewable energy, 
a requirement already fulfilled by Italian regulation (NREAP IT, 2010: p. 86). The infrastructure 
itself is lacking though. With regards to RE two main challenges are identified; first the grid needs 
to be better at ‘harvesting’ all energy by being enabled to store unused energy for later use, 
Figure 1 
AWStruepower.com - Wind Resource of Europe 
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second the islands and southern part of Italy are essential to be better connected, as the potential 
for wind farms here is great, as illustrated in figure 1 (NREAP IT, 2010: pp. 75-76).  
Development of the grid is done via an annual ‘Network Development Plan’, made by 
the publically traded electricity transmission system operator TERNA but approved by the Ministry 
for Economic Development (NREAP IT, 2010: pp. 79-80). Article 16(1) of the directive also 
mandates development of the grid ultimately leading to grid connection between both other 
Member States and third countries. Italy are planning both, with planned connection to Austria, 
France, Switzerland and four other countries, even a possible connection to Tunisia (NREAP IT, 
2010: pp. 83-84). 
 
5.2.5 Administrative framework 
         In order to determine the governance structure for implementing the above mentioned 
measures we are going to look at the article 13 changes Italy is going to make. Specifically we need 
to look at the spatial planning in place to determine the different actors involved in implementing 
the directive. The article addresses the administrative barriers for entry into the energy market for 
energy produced using RES. This is of course further elaborated upon in our chapter on the 
directive. 
         The overall administrative system is hierarchically constructed with the state 
and EU legislation creating the legal framework for regions and municipalities to carry out. Looking 
specifically at our chosen sectors (RES-H&C and RES-E) and grid expansion and changes a pattern 
emerges. Significant changes are to be approved by the Ministry, for instance in case any changes 
are to be made to the national power transmission lines the ministry will have to approve, 
whereas the municipalities can only approve rather small changes of maximum 1500m in length 
diverging no more than 40m from the original line. Nonetheless, much of the actual approval is 
delegated to either municipalities or regions. There are more than 8000 municipalities, or Comuni, 
in Italy with an average of approximately 7.500 inhabitants (comuniverso.it – comuni dal 1861 ad 
oggi). The municipalities are, needless to say, quite small. Of the eleven listed approval processes 
in our chosen sectors the municipalities are responsible for handling nine, though, the 
requirements are mostly notifications for very small developments or changes. (NREAP, 2010: pp. 
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37-38) Whenever a project requires an EIA the regions or state is called upon, once again 
depending on the size of the project. For instance, the regions are responsible for onshore wind 
power installations while the state is responsible for larger offshore projects. 
New timetables have been introduced as well. A single authorisation process is in place for 
production of electricity and a host of other things essential to this, such as expansion of the grid 
and expansions of existing plants, and the procedure can last no more than 180 days or a little 
under 26 weeks. Photovoltaic systems fixed to existing buildings will not require any approval. 
(NREAP, 2010: pp. 39-41) The story is much the same in the heating and cooling sector; solar 
thermal systems are considered regular maintenance and are not subject to any notice 
requirement. Geothermal installations are subject only to a commencement notice unless regional 
requirements are stricter. (NREAP, 2010: p. 41) The measures make it relatively easy for private 
customers to utilize solar and geothermal energy, and, if actually implemented correctly the 180 
day deadline is quite strict as well. 
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6. Analysis 
Up until now, the RES-directive and specifically the articles within it has been processed 
along with an overview over the implementation measures taken by both Denmark and Italy in 
order to reach the objectives set out in the directive. In this chapter we are going to take a critical 
approach to the directive. This will be done by analysing the individual articles and their 
application in Italy and Denmark. We have already done the groundwork for in the overview on 
the countries chosen for our case study, specifically the provisions related to the articles on 
promoting RES-H&C, RES-E and expansion of the grid infrastructure, not to mention the 
administrative structure in art. 13. In short, our approach will be to depart from the article in the 
directive looking at the fit between the objectives set to be reached and the measures provided 
for reaching said objective. In doing so we are going to analyse whether or not the directive is 
equipped to handle the infrastructural, administrative and emission starting point in the highly 
differentiated countries we have chosen. Our chapter on the cases already determined that severe 
differences are existing, hence our objective is to assess whether or not the RES-Directive is 
equipped to actually accommodate this gap in starting point. The assessment will be empirically 
founded but conducted departing from our theoretical framework, specifically by utilizing MLG to 
determine the capability of the structure of the two countries to adapt to changes, once again 
with the aim of assessing the directives ability to appeal to the differences in the countries 
adaptability. As we have already determined that, naturally, differences are apparent in two 
different countries in our overview over the case countries we are not setting out to determine 
whether or not Denmark and Italy are good at adapting to EU policy, but rather if EU policy is good 
at encompassing national, regional and local differences. 
 
6.1 National Overall Targets 
According to the previous chapter explaining the directive, EU must reach 20% RE in the 
end consumption by 2020. This is done by delegating different percentages to different countries, 
in our cases 17% for Italy and 30% for Denmark. In order to reach these objectives the Member 
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States enjoy a great amount of discretion to actually reach this objective. According to article 13(2) 
in the directive measures just need to be effective in reaching the goals, the specific suggestions 
are merely support schemes and if need be co-operative measures such as a statistical transfer 
among Member States or third countries. 
 
The directive is non-specific in nature leaving much room for the Member States to assess 
the need for policies taking national differences into account. As illustrated on the on the map the 
need for individualised policy strategies seem very relevant, as variation in current GHG emissions 
are varying significantly among the member states. 
 
 
Looking at our chosen countries the same pattern is apparent. The starting point Italy and 
Denmark are radically different, as the Danish starting point was 16.5% while the Italian was a 
mere 4.92%. The gulf in the starting point is taken into account by the RES-Directive in different 
ways, firstly by setting just as different end goals of 30% and 17% respectively, second by the high 
degree of discretion to take action where it is deemed most efficient by the Member State. The 
differences in end goal seem logical, as harmonizing the goals would lead to an uneven burden on 
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the disadvantaged country. The Achilles heel in the freedom in implementing is the lack of actual 
tools provided to reach the end goal, it is suggested that support mechanisms are put in place and 
a statistical transfer can be used to either supply laggards or import from leaders if need be. The 
question is to what extent the countries choose to go beyond the suggested measures and the 
impact the support schemes will actually have on the energy market in said country. 
 
To assess the actual effect of the directive on our chosen countries we compare the way 
each country has chosen to implement the directive with regards to both the form of the support 
schemes and the efficiency in the administrative structure adapt, enforce and uphold them and 
other regulative measures. As we did in our overview over the countries we look at the measures 
taken in the RES-H&C and RES-E sector respectively. 
 
We determined earlier that the first instance wherein EU tries to accommodate the 
national differences is in setting different targets. Yet and still, looking back at our introduction to 
the cases it is evident that, in spite of different targets, the need for additional adaption of 
national legislation to encompass the RES-Directive is still very different between Italy and 
Denmark. A clear indication of this is the amount of legislation that had yet to actually be 
implemented when the directive was released. In the case of Italy the projected need for 
legislation are 17 individual measures, of these 17, 8 measures already exist, and two of these are 
tax benefits up for review. In Denmark 17 of 18 needed measures exists already. (NREAP IT, 2010: 
pp. 26-26; NREAP DK, 2010, pp. 26-28) We are not counting the measures taken to promote more 
RE in neither biofuels nor the transport sector. This indicates that even though the end goals for 
the countries are differentiated the need for introducing new legislative measures vary quite 
significantly. 
 
 There can be several reasonable explanations for the success or failure of a policy, where 
the need for creating a new regulatory framework almost from scratch is one of them, in our case 
it seems as if this is exactly what Italy is trying to do in order to fulfil the obligations. Doing so costs 
time and money, in Denmark the regulatory framework appear to either need slight modification 
or in other instances just incorporate the RES-Directive into the existing framework.  Börzel 
describes the need for adaption to EU policy as part of an external push-factor, the push in itself is 
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presumably harder on Italy, as they need to implement more policy than Denmark. Nonetheless, 
this is only part of the explanation. If the existing policy is not actually very well fitted into the 
corresponding EU requirements, it will bear extra costs on the MS. If the existing Danish regulatory 
framework is created in a way that does not fit the EU requirements, a need for legal and 
administrative changes arise, a process that is costly. This could as easily be needed in Denmark as 
in Italy (Börzel, 2000: p. 148). To elaborate on the policy fit or misfit we need to not only look at 
the need for introducing new legislation but also compare the relative fit of the measures 
suggested by EU to the policy approach, instruments and standards in the Member States as well 
as of course the administrative framework (ibid.). 
  
6.2 Policy Approach 
 
First we compare the fit of policy approach. As we have already described the main 
suggestion from EU level is to introduce make market-supporting mechanisms for introducing 
extra renewable energy into the mix. In both countries measures introducing financial incentives 
are dominant in the action plans. Examples include the 55% tax refurbishment for buildings in Italy 
and in Denmark complete tax exemption on RE in heating & cooling. Most of these measures are 
thusly aimed at altering the market mechanisms ever so slightly, by incentivise people, businesses 
and plants to start including RE in their daily lives quite simply by making RE the cheaper choice. 
Nonetheless both Italy and Denmark introduce legislation requiring certain minimum standards in 
the sectors, in Italy for instance the minimum requirement on hot water production of 50% 
originating from RE. A similar initiative in Denmark is an act regulating building in an attempt to 
promote RE in the building sector. That being said, it is worth once again emphasizing that the 
general pattern is economic incentives for private entities to promote RES in both the electricity 
and heating and cooling sectors. 
 
All in all it seems as if the policy measures listed in the Danish NREAP fit in well with the 
suggestions given in the RES-Directive. They are incentivising the use of RE in the energy mix either 
by directly or indirectly subsidizing. Whether this is done via tax breaks or directly funding for 
instance smaller RE initiatives like solar panels or wave power. Adding this to the fact that most of 
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the regulatory framework were already existing and at most needed minor adjustments, it 
appears as if Denmark has been quite well endowed to accommodate the external pressure for 
adaption. 
 
Looking at Italy, the same pattern of policy type emerges. For the most part Italy is striving 
to create a better climate for investors and end users, for instance with the tax breaks for end 
users or tariffs for incorporating solar energy in the energy mix for producers and thereby also 
investors, primarily in the electricity sector. Looking specifically at heating and cooling the only 
piece of regulation was non-existent and given no timeline for implementation, namely the 50% 
minimum quota on hot water production in households. The remaining three measures are all 
financial incentives. The same picture is apparent in the electricity where the flagship is an actual 
market for green credits as described in the case overview. When comparing the initiatives taken 
within each sector it seems as if the measures are more coherent in electricity than in heating and 
cooling, this emphasizes the relatively high entry barrier having to be broken down to initiate a 
meaningful transition. To illustrate, in H&C the starting point was inclusion of less than 3% RE, 
whereas the equivalent number in the electricity sector was 16%. In other words a poor starting 
point is clearly showing in the cohesiveness in the policy measures taken. 
 
The lack of clear guidelines for how to actually develop a strategy to reach the objectives in 
the RES-Directive fits a perceived leader country like Denmark, and a perceived laggard, like Italy. 
This is true even though it seems as if the measures taken are actually in line with what the RES-
Directive suggests, namely market supporting schemes. In the basis year (2005) of the directive, 
RES-H&C was 23.2% while RES-E was 26.8% in Denmark; the gap between the two sectors is 
insignificant compared to the Italian gap indicating that both sectors enjoy a relatively well 
developed framework from the get go. As Börzel describes, imposing great costs, such as adopting 
a new administrative and legal framework, contributes to problems for national administrators 
seeing as they are the primary cost bearers in adapting. The problem solving approach is very 
similar from EU Policy misfit leading to a high cost for implementation raises the risk of failure to 
implement. A mobilized general public can counterbalance the high implementation cost (i.e. 
media coverage, NGO pressure etc.) applying pressure from below as well as additional pressure 
from EU, such as an infringement proceeding by the Commission. (Börzel, 2000: pp. 147-148) We 
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are not going to look at the amount of pressure applied from the outside, but rather the fit of the 
directive on the two case countries. 
 
 The apparent differences in the ability to adhere to the adaption required to implement 
article 3 in the RES-Directive are of course only half the story. The two countries have, as required 
in the directive, develop a progress report outlining what has been done and with what results. 
When comparing the 
progress one would, 
looking at the 
paragraphs above, 
expect Denmark to be 
pulling out ahead of 
schedule, or at the 
very least achieve the 
targets, while the opposite would be true for Italy. In reality this could not be further from the 
truth, Denmark is not achieving as expected whereas Italy is clearly superseding expectations. 
Starting with Denmark the actual RES-H&C and RES-E were expected to be 30.8% and 34.3% 
respectively in 2010. In Italy the equivalent numbers were expected to be 6.53% and 18.73% 
respectively. (NREAP DK, 2010: p. 19; NREAP IT, 2010: p. 21) As we have illustrated in the figure 2 
though, the actual numbers for Italy supersede the projected targets, whereas Denmark is not 
living up to the projections set out. The gap between the Danish projections and the actual 
numbers are relatively small, whereas the improvement in the Italian performance is quite 
impressive. This hints that the actual performance of Italy far supersedes the expectation when 
looking at the measures taken to improve, especially in the heating and cooling sector where the 
policies seemed nonspecific and incoherent. Denmark, no matter if the projected increases are not 
realised, have managed an overall improvement of almost 2 percentage points, approximately 0,7 
percentage points more than Italy. Looking at the numbers it is clear that the projections have not 
been absolutely accurate, but predicting the future is hard, so minor divergence is to be expected, 
and both countries appear to be on the right track as the change is positive in both case countries. 
Furthermore, the divergence in Denmark is relatively small and does not change the overall 
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forecast leading up to 2020, nor is it projected to create demand for statistical transfer to reach 
the end target (Article 22 Report DK, 2011: p. 20). For Italy the projection actually changes quite 
significantly, adjusting a projected deficit of 1170 ktoe to a surplus of 513 ktoe. In spite of the 
newly adjusted projection Italy consider international co-operation in the form of a possible 
statistical transfer a viable option in the event of a failure to keep up the better pace (NREAP IT, 
2010: p. 161; Article 22 Report IT, 2011: p. 50). 
 
 Trying to explain the ability of the RES-Directive to encompass the Member States’ 
different situations cannot be limited to looking at the measures trying to assess the potential 
impact they will have on the inclusion of RE in the energy mix. In order to paint a better picture we 
need to look at the response to article 13, specifically in order to portray the governance structure 
in the two chosen countries once again trying to determine the ability of the directive to capture 
the differences and improve subsequently improve upon them. In doing so we open up for the 
possibility to figure out if the measures we perceived as being lacking in Italy is made up for by 
improving the administrative framework significantly and likewise if the stronger Danish measures 
are hindered by a worse administrative system. However the progress reports reveals that Italy 
has had a strong progress in RES-E, so much they was graded better than Denmark (Article 22 
Report IT, 2011). 
 
6.3 Administrative Streamlining 
 To accurately present the structure for implementing the directive we will look at article 
13, specifically the answer given on spatial planning and where the measures taken to promote 
RES-H&C and RES-E are being carried out. The aim is to figure out if MLG is being utilised to as 
prescribed in the presented white papers to determine whether or not the administrative systems 
are flexible enough to accommodate fluctuations in the demand. 
  
We commence by looking at the structure in the heating and cooling sector. As we 
described in more detail the Danish government provides the overall framework in this sector 
whereas subdivisions are responsible for carrying out the actual implementation. In Heating, the 
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District Councils are responsible for approving projects, including heating in regional spatial 
planning as well as coordinate with the corresponding legislation. In addition, the size of the 
projects matter; projects smaller than 25MW do not need approval. In cooling the pattern is 
slightly different, as local authorities can establish and operate installations, though still only with 
approval from the district councils. (NREAP DK, 2010: p 30)  There are five regions in Denmark, and 
they are of course territorially defined. Furthermore, these actors are non-specific in the sense 
that they execute several areas of policy, not only environmental policy. This is not to say that 
other actors cannot be involved in the process, but it is the district councils or local authorities 
that have the ultimate responsibility for conducting policy in the sectors, meaning the structure is 
quite rigid. 
  
 In Italy it is the municipalities that are tasked with approving heating and cooling initiatives, 
and in approving only a notification of construction is actually required (NREAP IT, 2010: p. 38). 
The implication here is, that even though the measures taken may not be coherent, but the 
requirement for approval is minimalized. Only when an EIA is required is the regions or even state 
called upon. The decisions are thusly taken at a level more local in Italy, than in Denmark. 
  
The structure for implementation in the electricity sector follows the same pattern. In Italy 
the municipalities are responsible for the main implementation, but once again the approval is 
usually merely a notification of construction. Only when a project is quite large the regions or even 
state needs to approve the plan before commencement. (NREAP IT, 2010: pp. 37-40) Referring to 
our overview of Denmark, most of the planning takes place at a national level, whereas the 
regions make nonspecific plan and the local level is then responsible for planning more specific 
things such as building and land use. (NREAP DK, 2010: pp. 29-34) 
  
 Relating this to our theory it is apparent that both Denmark and Italy have constructed a 
framework with clear tendencies seen in the MLG presented in our theoretical chapter. Both 
countries seem to have built a system with most likeness to type I MLG as introduced in our 
theoretical chapter. Even though the degree to which the specific tasks have been delegated to 
the local level is strongest in Italy, where more than 8.000 geographically defined areas are 
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responsible for the bulk of the administrative work. In Denmark 5 larger regions are responsible. 
Marks and Hooghe identify the transaction cost emerging when trying to coordinate a large 
number of actors in Type I MLG as the main disadvantage to countries. The theoretical solution is 
limiting the amount of actors needing to interact. By having five primary regions taking care of 
executing the policies, this appears to best handled in Denmark, whereas the more than 8.000 
agencies handle the same role in Italy. The Italian way calls for a very efficient system of 
coordination functioning by clearly defining the jurisdiction the different actors have and the 
making sure the amount of agencies needing to be contacted is also minimized. The one-stop 
shopping function in place in Denmark in for instance approving erection of offshore wind turbines 
is an example of the latter, a similar initiative have been implemented in Italy (NREAP DK, 2010: p. 
38; NREAP IT, 2010: p. 47) When comparing the success of the directive, it seems on the face of it 
as if Italy and Denmark are both performing relatively well, as the structure of the administrative 
system is clearly defined by matching the scale of the project to the level responsible for assessing 
it, meaning that large-scale projects are approved at a national level, whereas smaller initiatives 
are taken care of at a more local level. Theoretically though, the Danish system should prove to be 
more efficient as it is easier to coordinate 5 regions than 8.000 municipalities. The Directive tried 
to encompass this by requiring streamlining of the administrative system, plentiful information on 
the processes required and even more simplified procedures for smaller projects. Once again, on 
the face of it this is true in both countries. In reality though, the timeframes and simplicity in Italy 
deviate significantly from the promised. This is admitted vaguely in the NREAP, but emphasized by 
the fact that the real administrative processing in Italy can take up to 42 months, or 168 weeks, for 
onshore wind power plants, whereas the promise in the NREAP was a mere 180 days, or 25 weeks. 
Comparatively the lead-time in Denmark is 50 weeks. (NREAP IT, 2010: p. 47; Ragwitz et. al., 2010: 
p. 47; p. 25) The underlying explanation could be deficiency in the Italian structure exactly because 
the overwhelming amount of small municipalities will have to adapt, meaning a costly 
administrative change is needed. In addition, the one-stop shop scheme has not been 
implemented coherently, as no real guidelines were published at a national level resulting in a 
myriad of different processes varying significantly in different municipalities. (Ragwitz et. al., 2010: 
p. 48) Indicating that the administrative structure in Italy is lacking in communication and 
coordination, the poor structure is multiplied through the large amount of municipalities needing 
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coordination. This point emphasizes the theoretical observation that you need to either limit the 
amount of actors needing to coordinate in order to limit coordination needs or even do both. It 
appears as if none of the theoretical observations are being practiced in Italy. A positive factor in 
the administrative apparatus in Italy is, that the main part of the approval process consists of a 
notice of construction, where it has to be or make the agencies independent assessed if an EIA is 
needed by the municipalities, meaning that smaller installations need no further attention but can 
begin construction almost immediately. All in all, the administrative framework in Italy is more 
locally involved than the Danish, but the sheer amount of actors needing to coordinate as a result 
of the local roothold in Italy makes the administrative procedure very complicated and non-
transparent. 
 
 With regard to article 13, the requirement for spatial planning is also very important 
indeed. Here the countries describe who is going to be responsible for what. As described in our 
overview over the case countries, the plan in Denmark is to produce long-term plans to be 
adhered to primarily by government and governmental entities. In Denmark the primary 
responsible ministry is a dedicated climate and energy ministry, whereas in Italy it is the Ministry 
for Economic Development that is ultimately responsible. This is a good example of the different 
approaches to the directive in the two respective countries. In Denmark the ministry will conduct 
long term planning utilizing an already existing expansive legal and administrative framework to 
promote the use of RES. In Italy, instead of trying to centrally coordinate the effort, it is described 
in the NREAP that the energy plans are based on free entrepreneurial initiative, of course with 
directions given via the regulations and measures (NREAP IT, 2010: p. 37). Based on the results 
achieved by these otherwise significantly diverse countries, both with regards to the initial amount 
of RES in the energy mix, the difference in existing regulatory and administrative framework the 
relative success of Italy is quite astonishing.   
 
 When isolating the assessed fit of the directive into smaller entities Italy seem ill equipped 
both with regards to the starting point, the legislative framework, the administrative framework 
and the strength of the introduced legislation. Looking at MLG and the theoretical considerations 
introduced by Börzel it would be expected for Italy to fail in achieving anything significant. This is 
due to the high degree of adaption required; the legal framework was weak, the administrative 
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procedure complex and ineffective and the tools introduced, specifically in RES-H&C, seemed 
incoherent and non-specific. 
 
 When Italy managed to show better progress than forecasted the most appealing 
underlying structural explanation can be found in the nature of the initiatives taken. The RES-
Directive calls for support mechanisms to support the markets in both removing administrative 
barriers for entry but also in the nature of the support schemes. In this respect Italy seems 
successful, particular in RES-E via the green certificate trading scheme and guaranteed feed-in 
tariffs are deemed efficient. (Ragwitz et. al., 2011: p. 49) The flexibility provided in the Italian 
measures must be the best asset, as it does not impose great planning duties on the municipalities 
or regions we deemed inefficient but instead incentivise the energy sector for instance through 
guaranteed long-term minimum feed-in tariffs, leaving it up to the different companies to carry 
out much of the planning. Emphasizing this is the fact that the bulk of approval for smaller projects 
is simply a notice of construction. 
 
Keeping in mind that the actual progress made by Denmark was indeed greater than Italy 
and still a respectable increase in RE, it will seem as if the Directive has, to some extent, been able 
to accommodate the differences in Member States in its core structure, at least in the RES-E and 
RES-H&C sectors. Even though Denmark did not meet the goal, the country is still one of the most 
well advanced countries. The approach is very different, but in light of the more evolved legislative 
and administrative framework another approach seems appropriate, as centralised planning will 
be better handled by the more well designed multi-layered governance system in place. The RES-
Directive enables both these approaches by being very lax in its actual demands with regards to 
the measures, and judging by the published progress data; it is indeed working. 
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6.4 provisions related to expansion of the grid 
 We have now assessed the ability of the member states to promote the use of renewable 
energy in heating and cooling and electricity respectively. To give a better assessment of the 
overall efficiency of the RES-Directive, another key piece in the puzzle is missing; namely the 
distribution grid. For the increased amount of RE to make any actual impact it needs to actually 
meet the end users. Seeing as the potential for producing energy from renewable sources vary 
from country to country, even from region to region, an expansive grid is essential in ensuring the 
success of the Directive. In the following chapter we will assess the objectives set out in the RES-
directive together with the actual measures presented to the individual MS. In doing so it is 
important to take the changing demands on the grid into account.  
Today’s energy consumption is primarily based on centralized power plants and 
combustion engines used in transportation and in the industrial sector. The system has until now 
allowed for a very simplistic system for transporting electricity from the producer to the 
consumer. However the consequences and public opinion of the exhaustion caused by the general 
internal combustion engine, it has been through the Cardiff process been a common goal to make 
the transition from fossil fuels to renewable energy sources. It is expected that most of the 
consumed in the future will be electricity, however the current system with a centralized 
production would face significant problems. These are only enhanced by the uncontrollable nature 
of renewable energy sources. E.g. we have no control of how much electricity is generated from 
wind turbines. Combined with the fact that heat and pump storage still is fairly inefficient and 
battery storage is highly cost inefficient, not to mention the practical circumstances with the 
depletion of certain resources required for battery storage, electricity becomes one of the most 
costly commodities to store. The goal of a smart grid is thus to enable the consumption to be 
adjusted to the supply. The smart grid strategy is to rely on conventional wisdom from free market 
theory and the invisible hand. I.e. by creating a grid for efficient distribution of electricity, the 
fluctuations of production will result in equally fluctuating prices which should influence our 
consumption, to match the price on electricity, thus somewhat adjusting our consumption to 
match the supply from RES. The two most prominent arguments against the functionality of this 
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strategy is the complete uncontrollability of most RES such as solar or wind power, and very little 
flexibility of others such as geothermal hydro-electric in short-term timeframe. Which means 
energy production peaks can in periods come every day with solar power, but hydro-electric 
energy is primarily generated every spring. It would seem unlikely that price reductions melting 
water comes down the Norwegian mountains would result in significant changes in consumption. 
This assumption is backed by several studies regarding how much the price changes our demand 
for energy, i.e. Price Elasticity of Demand1 on energy, whether it is electricity or gasoline the 
demand is deemed quite inelastic (Havranek, T., Irsova, Z. & Janda, Karel, (2012); Bernstein, M.A. 
& Griffin, J., 2005). Which very basically means that price increases on energy causes relatively 
small reductions in energy demanded. In an isolated perspective prices does not seem like a 
significant tool for modifying people’s behavioural consumption. 
However cost incentives is only the structural framework that is to make the smart grid 
work. The often used reasoning, as to why demand for energy is so seemingly inelastic, is that in 
the developed world we have created a certain path dependency as to our habits. In other words 
technology has changed the reality in which we live so we today is incapable of living without 
many electronic tools and accessories, which means that energy is to be considered, if not 
completely, then almost a necessity good. Even in situations where using an electronic tool, 
transportation or energy consuming recreation, cannot be considered a necessity, we often deem 
these actions as vital for our wellness thus we are willing to spend considerable resources on 
doing business as usual. The concept with smart grid, is to create an intelligent system that allows 
you to continue with business almost as usual. This is done by connecting all energy producers and 
consumers by grid that not only enables energy distribution, but also transfers instant information 
on the spot price of the electricity, which would allow for intelligent machines to adjust their 
processes to be conducted at the cheapest point in time. E.g. your dishwasher would start at 2:00 
am since the demand for electricity is low, thus the cost of washing the dishes would be low. This 
process is to alleviate the before mentioned peak points in electricity production by RES. 
                                                          
1 Price Elasticity Demand is an economic term for the responsiveness of the amount demanded by 
a certain commodity when price changes occur. 
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 However intelligent consumption of energy is only a part of the smart grid solution. The 
grid is set in a way that is supposed to create what is called prosumers, which means that 
consumers are urged to produce and store energy decentralized at their residence. Then if the 
prosumer produces more energy in a period of time he/she can either store it or send it back into 
the grid and sell the energy at the current spot price. 
 
Thus the system is very dependent on innovation and well-functioning R&D, in order to 
further the tools necessary to run this system smoothly, in regular homes. The technology is for 
the most part existing, both in regards to storing cheap electricity as heat, or at hydrogen that 
later can be utilized either as heating or for a generator that creates electricity from the hydrogen. 
All of these technologies are still considered new, and fairly untested however, zero carbon 
housing are being constructed every day, but as with any other new technologies you can expect 
progress both as to utility, efficiency, cost of production etc. 
 
Further it is expected that new technology not included in the current modelling will be 
developed and increase the flexibility of the system. One of the areas where there is  room for 
development is in in larger scale storing than the mentioned decentralized storage, primarily for 
personal usage. Currently the only actual options is the aforementioned heat storage, which can 
be done at CHP plants, or in countries with altitude differentiations, pump storage is an option. 
(Eurobat.org - battery storage) 
 
With successful implementation this should create an efficient utilization and 
implementation of large amounts of fluctuating RE. However as in so many other cases the state 
alone, would be at a large disadvantage, as trading energy will help evening out the peak points, 
the most obvious example of this would be the hydro-power generated from the Swedish and 
Norwegian rivers, when the snow is melting in the mountains, for a single nation it would be an 
impossible feat to incorporate all that energy, without some of it going to waste. With improved 
ability to transfer electricity through power lines on longer distances efficiently, one solution could 
be to extend the regional electricity exchanges to a European basis. An example could be that the 
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Scandinavian Nord Pool spot market no longer was to only sell energy futures to Scandinavian 
distributors, but it was to function as a European exchange.  
 
However even with all these measures aimed at effectively using peaking energy sources, 
the problem would still occur when faced with longer periods of time with low wind intensity and 
lack of sun. Energy sources with the capability to change their production with short-term notice, 
here prosumers has more flexibility with small scale geothermal installations than major 
producers. However the flexibility of the aforementioned RES is quite limited, thus there still is a 
need for power plants, and therefore biomass production is the primary concern. It has been a 
simple concern of time and resources that we have excluded biomass in our project, as the 
interdependency of all sectors are quite clear, just as we explored that heating considered to be a 
form of storage for electricity. We thus run the risk of miss underlying structures made by the 
biomass policies. 
 
So to sum up the strategy, the smart grid not only has to reshape how we think about 
energy consumption, but it is also required to reinvent our production and distribution of energy. 
It is done through a three step rocket: first you create a sustainable flexible decentralized 
production, secondly you create an intelligent grid, that does not only transfer electricity but also 
information, thirdly you make it easy to become a flexible consumer, that adjust his or her 
consumption to supply. There seem to be a strong consensus as to reachability of the strategy 
amongst scholars and policy makers, moreover it seems the grid receive support from the 
European political sphere, as it goes along with the Unions normal approach of correcting market 
flaws, and then let the free market control the integration process and development. 
 
However one criticism could be the lack of debate regarding the third step, adjustment of 
consumer habits, is deemed as an obvious result of the improvement in technology, however one 
could question whether the relatively inelastic price elasticity of demand is tied to more than just 
convenience issues.    
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6.5 Access to and operation of the grids 
 In order to make the RES-directive a success, it is important to ensure that RE can be 
transferred both between and within the MS through a grid. As the overview in chapter 4.2 shows 
it is in article 16 where the guidelines for both access and operation of the grid are stated. To 
narrow these guidelines into renewable energy within the two sectors, which we are going to 
investigate, we are going to dig deeper into heating/cooling, which are to be found in article 
16(11) and electricity based on article 16 (1), (3), (4), (5) and (6). 
 
 To analyse how the RES-directive is to improve the electricity grid article 16 (1), (3), (4), (5) 
and (6) are applied. To improve the transmission and distribution grid infrastructure, intelligent 
networks, storage facilities and the electricity system the MS needs to make sure that there is an 
effective administration within the MS, which can ensure a fast authorisation process to improve 
the grid both between and within the MS. This is stated in article 16 (1). Article 16 (3), (4), (5) and 
(6) is of a market orientated character. Its purpose is for the MS to ensure that transmission- and 
distribution system operators publish the standard rules which they follow regarding technical 
things such as grid connections and grid reinforcements etc. in order to make it easier for new 
producers to enter a market. The market is to state which rules it has to follow, and therefore it 
becomes very important that the MS ensures that these standard rules are formed impartially, 
and that they are of a transparent nature, that encapsulates expenditures and benefits, which a 
new producer would face when entering the market. 
6.6 Danish grid 
 In Denmark it is energinet.dk’s task to ensure that the transmission and distribution grid 
infrastructure is capable of an increasingly amount of RE. Energinet.dk is a non-profit enterprise 
which functions under the Danish Climate and Energy Ministry. Their job is to cooperate with 
network companies in order to guide and ensure them network access. Energinet.dk has in 
accordance to article 16 (5) made a cooperation with Danish energy association which is a 
business community for net companies, traders and production companies, to evaluate the cost 
and benefits, by changing to a smart grid network instead of expanding the already existing 
network. The reason why it is necessary to expand the current grid in Denmark is that in 2020 the 
estimate is that 52% of the electricity is provided by renewable energy generated by the wind 
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turbine industry (Energi styrelsen, 2011: 1). As previously explained this creates a pressure on the 
existing network, which therefore need an expansion. This can be seen in figure 3 
 
In Denmark, calculations has been made estimating the cost of both the planning of the smart grid 
and the ordinary already existing electricity grid. It is estimated that the smart grid will have a 
price around 9,8 billion DKK while the ordinary grid will need improvement of 7,7 billion DKK.  
Moreover the smart grid has public relevance due to the previously discussed side effects, which 
ensures the consumer cheaper prices, and a more efficient use of the electricity produced 
(Enererginet.dk and Danskenergi, 2012). The Danish infrastructure development and electricity 
network are by a research group from Fraunhofer institute systems and innovation in Karlsruhe 
been assessed as being very developed, and the processing time for new RES projects and their 
connection to the grid are relatively fast, with a time estimate of one month to one year, from 
creation of the idea to receiving a project permit. (Ragwitz et. al. 2011: p. 115) This is very much in 
line with a Börzel observation, where northern EU countries are said to have the necessary 
Elinfrastrukturudvalget, Teknisk redegørelse om fremtidig udbygning og kabellægning i 
eltransmissionsnettet: p. 19 
Figure 3 
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administrative procedures in order to implement the directive. But ironically Denmark's main 
problem is, that it in order to secure a transition from fossil fuels to renewable energy instead has 
to put up a strict focus on securing long term plans (Ragwitz et. al. 2011: p 31).  
6.7 Italian Grid 
In Italy it is, as already stated, TERNA S.p.A who are responsible for the national 
transmission network and are to identify the critical issues on the grid. The development of the 
grid is done through an annual Network Development Plan and approved by the ministry of 
economic development. Even though Italy has improved is total consumption of renewable 
energy, they are still in a position, that is nothing like that of Denmark. Italy is not in a situation 
where they can project how the transfer to renewable energy will affect the grid, due to the fact 
that the grid needs a major modernisation. As described in Börzels (2000), the southern countries 
are historically regarded as being laggards within the field of the environment, and that they face: 
"(..)considerable problems in the implementation of EU environmental policies" (Börzel, 2000: p 
141). This however does not seem to be the case in Italy, and actually the RES-directive can be said 
to have been successfully implemented in Italy. According to her theory, a country like Italy would 
not implement a directive as the RES-directive  very effectively if  it faced considerable costs, due 
to the fact that it would influence the national states economy greatly. Italy has not been under 
pressure from either a pull, which is a mechanism, where domestic actors mobilise against an 
ineffective implementation, or the European Commission, which are to use an infringement 
procedure (push), because of the lack to comply with a directive(Börzel, 2000: pp. 148). Italy has 
through the Legislative Decree No. 79/99, set up a framework to outsource TERNA this was done 
in 2004 (Börzel, 2000: 142: Terna, 2012: p.4).  It has since then been the ‘markets job’ through 
TERNA to launch new initiatives in order to improve the grid. 
TERNA with the 2011 development plan has launched to investment around, which in total 
from 2011 to 2020 is estimated to be of a value of 7,5 € billion. This is with the aim of improving 
the national grid by adding around 5.400 km of new pipes, and adding 141 new stations (Terna 
2011: p70). But in order to insure these investment Italy faces a new issue, which is that they need 
to speed up the administration time. The main problem for Italy is that even though they have put 
up guidelines to ensure that investors are able to connect to the grid within 90 days which were 
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set with the legislative decree no 28/2011, the actual processing time are between 6- 30 months 
(Ragwitz et. al. 2011: p 151).  Lenschow (2008) coins the term “window dressing” in order to 
explain policy making that is not backed up by sufficient resources, and thus has no actual effect. 
In other words she accuses policy makers of creating well formulated policies without real 
enforcement these becomes indifferent for the actual EPI. In order to encourage the market to 
invest, even though they are not sure of the actual processing time, Italy in return guarantee the 
RE producers, as already mentioned in chapter 5.2.3, a guarantee through green certificates. 
These green cards are to improve the incentives for investors by guaranteeing an income for the 
producer for sending RE into the grid. This incomes is at the same time related to the price of the 
acquired green certificate. Furthermore the green certificate can insure the RES producer, that if 
they are obliged to turn off their plants, they will still be compensated. The market finds these 
compensation to be a good solution (AEON: p 95). 
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7. Conclusion 
In this paper we sought to examine the way in which the RES-Directive tried to manage the 
staggering differences between countries in successfully implementing RE into the energy mix. In 
examining this we analysed two case countries, Italy and Denmark, trying to determine if two 
countries with a very different starting point has been able to successfully utilise the tools and 
measures given in the directive to reach the objectives the directive specifies, specifically with 
regard to RES-E, RES-H&C and the need for grid expansion. 
 
In the RES-E and RES-H&C sectors no specific policy tools were imposed upon the countries 
in article 3, instead the steps ensuring the targets are reached were left to the member states to 
decide, but market supporting schemes were introduced as a possible tool. Also, the targets were 
differentiated with Italy having to reach a much lower end objective of 17%,  compared to the 30% 
Denmark needs to reach by 2020. The paths chosen were as different as the objectives stated; 
Denmark chose to follow a frozen policy scenario, seeing as the legislative framework were 
already well developed. Circumventing the excessive costs associated with creating an entirely 
new legislative and administrative framework, Italy instead chose to implement the directive by 
trying to create a more investment friendly environment alleviating the financial burden on the 
italian state. Even though the starting point and approach were very different in the two countries, 
the progress reports clearly indicate that both countries are moving in the right direction, with 
Italy actually superseding the projections. The nonspecific nature of the directive, in article 3 at 
least, appears to be working somewhat by enabling the countries to utilise specific policy tools 
suited for the different starting points. 
     
The policy measures are being put into effect via the administrative structure in the two 
countries, in this area the directive is of a more specific character imposing streamlining of the 
administrative procedures related to approval of RE initiatives. The administrative construction of 
both countries are, to a varying extent, characterised as Type I MLG showing a clear hierarchical 
construction of where actors are tasked with covering specific geographical areas,  where the 
impact of smaller projects are assessed more locally and larger ones at a higher level. In its 
essence, the decision should be taken at the relevant level to accelerate the process. In Denmark 
the 5 regions are responsible for the bulk of the work, whereas in italy the municipalities are 
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tasked with approving the majority. As there are more than 8000 municipalities in italy, the cost of 
coordination is bound to be high, and they are indeed. The regulatory changes made in Italy does 
not reach the local level leading to poor implementation of the directive in this area. The 
administrative structure in Denmark is more clearly defined and involve less actors and lower costs 
of coordination emerge, the system in Denmark needed less, if any, adaption. 
  The spatial planning behind the the measures taken to reach the objectives is also 
diverging in the two countries, Denmark has a dedicated ministry for climate and energy as the 
ultimately responsible entity, whereas Italy develops the planning in the Ministry for Economic 
Development. The resulting approaches are differing in that Denmark is primarily developing long-
term plans rooted in the administrative framework. Italy on the other hand, much in line with the 
directive, takes a market oriented approach, preferring flexibility over a more clearly defined long-
term plan. Hence, in Italy the driving force is the market, but directed by incentivising 
incorporating RE into the energy mix. In Denmark the government is driving the initiatives to a 
much larger extent. 
    Taking into account the points emphasized above, a clear pattern of two differing approaches is 
evident. It is worth noting that an increase in projects creating RE cause increased demand for a 
more efficient and expansive grid. This is especially true seeing as production of RE is 
unpredictable in its nature in the sense that wind is needed for generating power from wind 
turbines. In order to complete the switch to RE a grid able to accommodate this unpredictability is 
necessary. To this end the RES-Directive requires the MS’s to assess the need to develop a grid 
able to accept the RE and transport it to the end consumer. Therefore the need for a smart grid is 
evident. The approaches taken in the two countries follow the same pattern as established earlier, 
essentially meaning that the investment in the grid in Denmark is financed by the state, whereas it 
is the market in Italy. These solutions seems to be suitable due to the fact, that the investment in 
the grid in Denmark is relatively small compared to Italy where the need for investment in the grid 
is massive. 
The directive appears to have been a success measured against its own expectations. 
Significant progress is shown in our assumed laggard country, whereas the leader is actually 
disappoint ever so slightly. The implementation strategy is diverging to fit the relative capability of 
the two countries to adapt to the requirements. The well established Framework in Denmark is 
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both the greatest asset because it removes the immediate cost of restructuring or constructing a 
legislative and administrative framework, but also the potentially largest obstacle, as such an 
established framework is costly to adjust in the event of failure. Italy has successfully mitigated the 
deficiencies in the administrative structure by following the market driven approach set out in the 
directive and thereby alleviating some of the costs of emerging by the relatively extensive need for 
investment, or at least moving them to the market. This has happened in spite of the insignificant 
changes in the administrative structure aimed at easing the barrier for entry. All in all then, it 
appears as if the Directive has successfully accommodated the stark differences in the two 
countries. 
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8. Afterthoughts  
 In writing our project decisions in limiting the scope of our analysis are of course necessary. 
This chapter is aimed at outlining some of the implications of these necessary choices as well as 
interesting angles and potential for further research. 
 
 We have deemed it necessary to limit our problem area, this was done as to go in-depth 
with the analysis. One of them being our early decision on focusing in on Italy and Denmark, 
furthermore the reported data available to us is from 2009-2010. Our analysis thus suffer from a 
significant risk of skewed data. Both the fact that a statistical change from one year to another 
hardly can be considered a consistent development or a trend, which does not allow for strong 
predictions regarding future development. Further the uniqueness of EU members states calls for 
an analysis of a large part of the Union. The facts that Denmark and Italy has enjoyed considerable 
success with the implementation of the RES-directive, tells us very little of the general success of 
directive. In the same line of thought it would seem appropriate to further the investigation in 
regards to impact and efficiency in the regions, as this has been Börzel’s approach. The objective 
of achieving a green economy also requires all regions to progress, as the smart grid will not be 
efficient, if regions has disproportionately different production of RE than consumption. In this 
context expanding the data to include more local levels to would have been interesting as well in 
assessing the performance and the reach of the directive.  
 
 As we have shown in the report, no sector can be isolated in this area, which is why our 
omission of biomass and the transport sector can have some ramifications on our project, 
specifically as biomass plays a role in both RES-H&C and RES-C. By way of the smart grid even the 
transport sector can have a role to play in electricity, with your electric car functioning as a local 
storage device charging at the lowest price and then powering appliances when not in use. It is 
therefore problematic to try and make a as clear sectoral distinction in energy as we have tried to 
do in our project. Furthermore, in assessing the implementation success of a given directive or 
regulation Börzel, in addition to looking at the policy fit, also looks at the pressures applied 
externally by either an active general public or the European Commission. 
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 Seeing as historically economic growth and energy consumption has been closely 
interlinked, looking at the implications of the current economic difficulties facing EU in this context 
could have provided a very interesting angle. Especially considering the need in several european 
countries to perform austerity measures could halt development in areas such as extending the 
grids.  
 
 Looking outside of the European Union, putting the RES-Directive objectives into an 
international context, it would be interesting to see if the projected completion would put EU as 
an actor in a better situation in future international negotiations. Following this, the prospect of 
less energy dependency from import could enable the EU countries to be in a more advantageous 
situation when faced with negotiations with oil-rich countries, not to mention enhancing the 
security of supply either isolating EU from unrest in other parts of the world leading to insecurity 
in the involved countries ability to keep exporting.  
 Furthermore the rising prices in oil, if continuing to rise, would impose greater costs on 
countries dependent on fossil fuels than EU, leading to an economic advantage in Europa 
enhancing the competitiveness of the region.  
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Appendix A 
The basis for the data collection. 
There are multiple organizations that run various data collections on pollution, especially air pollution, 
which has a high focus on greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. These are run both by nation’s official statistics 
bureaus, supranational organizations such as EU, UN and OECD, some are run by internationally 
cooperating universities. The multitude of these data collections both in terms of responsible editors but 
also of purpose, availability and methodological numerations in the data collection. The later has been a 
deciding factor in choosing our data collection, however we have all of the above mentioned factors had 
played into out decision which we will further explain below. 
 
The first and most significant decision we made was to not go with the official national reporting’s. This is 
mostly due to experience of other environmental researchers, who on a regular basis has encountered 
questionable national recordings, that did not in compare with estimated data, which has been backed by 
measuring amount of pollution in the air. Other large scale research project such as the Greeco project has 
offered following explanation of the official national reporting’s failure to produce an acceptable dataset: 
“ “ Anders, Paul or Roman 
In other words, the national institutions has significant incentives to either manipulate the data to an 
extend that they don’t reflect reality. Further the guidelines and regulations set up is to support systems 
such as European Trading Scheme (ETS) thus the reporting’s are directed in order to administrate the quota 
system, thus the country’s is only obliged to report the emissions required for distributing the quotas, this 
is a minimum requirement which means that some nations may go beyond that which further skewers the 
data for an acceptable comparison.  
This left us with two strong databases EDGAR and EMEP both of them were spot databases we will develop 
on the implications of this later. However due to the decisions made in the Greeco project, a part of the 
European Commission’s ESPON project, which is intended to be the foundation for future policy 
development within the Union. We decided to take the same approaches to our data collection in order to 
make our conclusions comparable analysis of the Greeco project. Further we have concerns with lack 
availability of the distributional equation used for dividing the EDGAR data which, contains serious 
consequences for both our treatment of the datasets but also become a serious limiting factor in our 
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analysis and conclusion. It wouldn’t make sense to divide GHG emission with / GDP per capita, if GDP per 
capita had been a strongly weighted factor in dividing the estimated national totals on the regions. Where 
the EMEP database is tested and used for multiple models calculating the environmental development. 
Explaining the data handling. 
The http://www.ceip.at/webdab-emission-database/ data has been extracted from the EMEP database 
which is created by scientists exploring the national reporting’s finding tendencies between their flaws and 
development in other societal statistics, this is then used to make qualified estimates of the actual GHG 
emissions. The data is downloaded in a format where it is divided in equal points on a 0,5*0,5 degree 
across the world. We have then taken all these data points and utilized ArcMaps10 a Geographical 
Information Science (GIS) statistical program, and calculated on the basis of the longtitude and latitude of 
all of the points. All these points are now spread across the world, which can be illustrated in Appendix A or 
EMEP’s homepage these points now give a graphical illustration of the emissions across the world. 
However as efficiently as it portrays the GHG emissions in the world as unhandy it is for actual comparisons 
and analysis because comparable data is not divided in 0,5*0,5 degree units but rather in regions. So in 
order to analyze the tendencies in emissions and hopefully extract the mechanisms that lead to the current 
state of emissions, we have had to convert the current datasets to regional data sets. This has made us able 
to compare emissions in regions compared to various factors, such as GDP, population and GVA which will 
be a valuable asset when assessing the policy instruments utilized by the Commission in the RES-directive. 
This calculation was handled by the before mentioned GIS data program ArcMaps, with which we were able 
to sum up all the data entry points inside of a NUT region. This has allowed us to manage the GHG 
emissions, separately and collectively, i.e. we have been able to analyze the development NMVOC, NH3 
and Sox independently but also all together as collective GHG emissions, and how the other societal 
statistics impact these. Furthermore it allows us to look at it on multiple levels, which have been very useful 
in our governance analysis.  
 In one of the areas we are less precise is due to the limitation of ArcMaps which is, as previously explained 
the sums up all the data entry points inside the NUTS territories, however it excludes those that are outside 
it, and it makes the methodological error of adding the total sum of a geographical spot to the NUT in 
which its center lies, even when center has emissions consisting of the entire 0,5*0,5* degree area, where 
some of it might “belong” to another region. This is further developed upon later in this chapter. 
Data selection variables and considerations in regards to those 
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In order to further explore the development in the various regions of Europe we chose to look not only on 
the current emissions but looking on the emission over a defined period of time. This allows us to look at 
tendencies in developments, and compare them to other societal statistics.  In order to make the analysis 
manageable we chose 2000, 2007 and 2010 as our primary years of investigation. We selected them in 
order to also show the implications the economic crisis has had on the environment. This is indeed relevant 
both in regards to the debate on decoupling and green economics but also the governance measures used 
to effectively to support the MS’s transition to a greener economy. Even though we had access to data 
from EMEP, from 2011 we chose to utilize 2010 as other key figures such as GVA and ___ is not yes 
accessible from 2011. 
 
Implication of data flaws 
As we explained previously we found it necessary to accept a couple of noticeable flaws in our data set in 
order for it to be susceptible to comparison to a satisfactory degree. The one being of most importance is 
cutting out points that aren’t within nuts zones which specifically has a high impact on the travel centers of 
the world, as planes that fly over German territory counts as long as they are over a nuts region but as soon 
as they fly over sea they longer factor in the data sets. This also means that shipping by land has a much 
higher impact than shipping by sea as the emissions by ship almost exclusively are outside of nuts 
territories.  
This problematization is of course also related to the ongoing debate on who should be connected with the 
pollution. Who is responsible for the pollution caused by the production of a good in China that’s shipped 
to Denmark? Is it the consumer or the producer and whatever case who is then responsible for the 
emissions of shipping? And should the responsible be the nation which you decide holds the responsibility 
or the individual ordering/producing it. This is not the focus of the project but has been a part of our 
consideration debating the topic, thus has played a role in how we have viewed and approached the 
analysis. However we have ended up with the same approach used with the quota systems. The actual 
polluter pays, and hopefully the cost is split between the producer and the consumer. 
Due to the flaws we have had to accept in order to be able to create this dataset, we do not advice that this 
data will be used for exact calculations used in a precise policy process, as they might not reflect directly on 
reality. However considering the law of large numbers2 we do believe our datasets are able to show 
                                                          
2
 Law of large numbers is a concept that explains that when accounting for large datasets the flaws in correctly 
recognizing, evaluating and categorizing the data in the correct order has mathematical tendency to outweigh its self. 
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tendencies between the regions in Europe, furthermore the data should provide significant observations in 
the empirical domain, which, in the end, will create the basis for our analysis of EU’s requirements to 
governance within the problem area of environmental application. 
These problems with the chosen approach of calculation makes it necessary for us to underline that these 
data are in no way usable for precise calculations of the amount of GHG emitted by nuts region. Rather, 
they are a product aimed at investigating the necessity to diversify the strategy of implementing the RES 
directive, and an acknowledgement of the variations of the different NUTs regions capacity to actually 
conduct certain policies. 
  
 
 
                                                                                                                                                                                                
I.e. we expect that data points outside of the NUTs territories or placed on the wrong side of a nuts territory, has an 
equal counterpart outweighing the miscalculation made. This however is only a hypothesis build on before mentioned 
mathematical theory, the argument would of course be stronger if we utilized the before mentioned Edgar data with 
an 0,1*01 split instead of EMEP’s 0,5*0,5. 
